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L:T::lo~;uc TI or: 
AC Kl. OWL..::DG :c:.:lli~ 'l' S. 
In the begi~~~ing of radio astronomy r esearch at Rhodes 
Univers ity several single frequency rece ivers were operated, in 
t urn , to obes~rve solar radio noise. Vlihen the au thor of this 
thesis dec i ded to continue research i n this field , Dr. E.F. 
Stack-Fo1:'s~·th suggestetl that rather than to construct another 
simple r adi mneter , a polarimeter, operating on 300 Lc/s could 
be designed and built as part of . a res earch project for the Ph.D. 
degree. It uas thought that the polarization of solar radio 
noise would provi de an interesting and fruitful field of study 
and; as very l ittle polarization data was available at 300 Nc/s , 
the records ob t ained nould be e. useful C01.1plement to those taken 
in other parts of the world. 
With these aims in mind, the au thor proceeded to build S1ilch 
a polariineter, Dr. Stack- Forsyth directing initial stages of the 
design. His invaluable gui dance continued from the begi1ming 
of 1959 wllel1. the project was started , to the end of that year, 
when he left the University . During 1960 directiou was talcen 
over by Prof . J.A. Gledhill . The author would like to express 
his sincere appreciation for the ass i stance that both ·-·c; r e Y'G' rc"t.y to 
give and the illany helpful suggestions they made . 
~he building part of the research proj ect could not have 
followed t~lC course that it did had it not been for the inesti-
mable aid rendered by Mr . A.R. Scanlen, Senior technician in the 
Physics Department, and much time was saved by adopting his i deas . 
The/ ••••• • 
ii 
The author i s further indebted to him for con structing the tuna-
ble coaxial lines used in the project. '.rhe au thor would also 
like to express his gratitude to Hr . G. Wal t ers of the Physics 
Dep artment worlcshop and Hr . J. ~'!e st of the Baintenance Vforkshop 
for advice and assistance during the project. Also to l·,dss K. 
riostert for t::,'ping of the thesis. 
J':.l thou~h the prolj:ect was expected to last a minimum of three 
years if sufficient results were to be obtained for the prepara-
tion of a Ph. D. thesis, the work was li~ited to 2 years when the 
author decided to continue his studies overseas. For this 
reason the ~olarimcter was never actually operated as a whole, 
but one chal~1el was operated as a straight forward receiver 
(ra0..iometer). '.rhis was ini tially done as an intermediate step 
in the.tcsting of the polarimeter. The first record was ob-
tained on 16th 1iarch 1960 and the last on 6th October during 
which the 86 successful records were made . 
Finally the author wishes to thank the C. S. I. R., for a 
research grant during 1959 and 1960 and a bursary during 1959. 
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SU:.il,lARYo 
CHAPTER I 
A . . description of the sun and the type of radio radiation it 
emits i s given. The relation that exists between this and other 
events occurring on the sunYs surface is studied. 
CHJ!YTER II 
The literature dealing with the or i gin of solar radio noise 
is reviewed. 
CHAPTJ::R III 
The method of specifying polarized radiation and the effect 
of c. magneto- ionic medium on such radiation is discussed. The 
possible origin of the polarization of solar radio noise is ex-
amined and the literature relating to this and to the observat-
ions of polarization of solar noise is reviewed. A short out-
line of the methods used in measuring polarization is given. 
CHAPTER___IY 
A detailed outline of the construction of a polarimeter is 
given t ogether with full circuit diagrmns and illustrative photo-
graphs. 
CHAPTEg_____y 
A brief discussion of the operation of the polarmmeter , the 
r esults obtained and suggestions for its future operation is 
given. 
TO 
CH;.PTT:R I 
RADIO EMISSION 
FEA'fUPJW ON 
.A.ND IT Is 
THE SOLP..R DISC. 
As early as 1 9 36 certa in radio runateurs had noticed the 
presence of a steadY hiss on the higher frequency bands that 
appeared to be related to the sun in some way. It was not 
until the war years however tha t radar operators, on pointing 
their antennas a t the sun, showed that the spurious effects they 
had observed were in fact related to t he presence of sunspots · 
on the sun's surface. Appleton and Hey (1), the first to make 
a studY of the effect , mentioned some preli mina ry r esults obtain-
ed and noted a correlation between certain flares, radio radia-
tion and sudden ionospheric disturbances (S.I.D's) .. 
Before the relation betvveen solar disc f eatur es and radio 
radiation from the s un is undertrucen, a short description of the 
atructure · ou tho sun wi l l be followe d by a d iscussion of the 
radio rad i ations which it emits . 
The structure of the sun. 
The visible disc of the sun is the edge of the region known 
as the photosphere. Below the photosphere the atoms a re s o 
highly ionized that . the gas is opaque to visible light and the 
conditions in the interior have to be deduced by methods similar 
to those used for di s t ant stars. The radius of the photosphere 
is of the or der of 696,000 lrn1., while the t emperature is 5,500°K. 
Immediately above t he photosphere there occurs a region 
lcnown as the chro1.10sphere, extendi ng aproxima tely 10, 000 lcm 
above/ •••••• 
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above the former region. This region consists mainly of' ioni-
zed hydrogen at temperatures varying from 5,000° to 105 °K. 
Above the chromosphere there occurs a region, whose density 
decreases with increasing height, known as the corona. Early 
workers thought that this corona, which can be seen at times of' 
total eclipse a s a series of streamers radia ting wway from the 
sun for distances of several thousand kilometres , extended about 
two million kilometres at most. But, in the light of recent 
discoveries by means of satellite borne instruraents, it is now 
thought to extend well past the region of the earth's orbit ( ~ ) 
possible as far as Jupiter's orbit. The temperature of the 
corona in the proximity of the chromosphere is of' the order of 
106 °K, and decreases slowly with distance. At the earth it 
may still be several hundred thousand degrees. 
It is in the lower corona and the upper chromosphe re that 
most of the radio frequency radiation from the sun originates. 
(See Table I I j . 
Obse rvable effects on the solar surface . 
h~ p.!_10to~:p~1ere does not, under high resolution, A.~Y:.:>ear 
unif'ormely bright, but shows a granular structure. Dach bright 
nodule averages about 200 lan in diameter, being the top of a 
rmsing coluf!m of gas . The turbulence observed is not unlilce 
that observed in a pan of boiling water. 
Further darlc r egions, lcnown as Sunspots, consisting of a 
dark/ •••••• 
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dark central portion, the umbra, surrounded by a less dark regl!n 
the penumbra, are often observed. 
These sunspots generally occur in groups consisting of two 
major spots, one "leading" the o ther during the rota tion of the 
solar surface. They mo.y 1~. st for several weeks, changing grad-
ually in over all size and dimensions until they finally disa-
ppear. It has been found, over an observing period of several 
hundred years, that the nurnber of sunspots per annum follows an 
11 year cycle. 
·rhe two sunspots in a group have been found to be of oppo-
site magnetic polarities. During any one 11 year cycle lead-
ing spots in the northern hemisphere are al ways of t he sarne 
polarity, north pole say , while during the next cycle the lead~ 
ing spot ryill be ~eversed in polarity to become a south magnetic 
pole. l~.t the same tirae o. leading spot in the southern hemis-
phe r e is 2.lnays opposite in p olElrity to that of a leading spot 
in the northern hemisphere. 
As ye t no ent i rely satisfactory theory has been propounded 
to account for either the 11 year cycle or the polarity effects. 
This cycle has several effects observable on the earth, the 
main one of interest to radio astronomy being that nurnber, as 
well as the mean intensity, of bursts of radio noise seems to 
increase touards sunspot maximum and decreases very rapidly after 
maximum has been reached. The maxirnum in the present cycle was 
r eached/ •••••• 
reached in 1 950. ·r~1e frequency of occurrence as well as the 
b rightness of the aurorae are also rela ted to this cycle, as are 
the amounts of radio stf'tic observed, the occurrence of geom-
magn3tic stoTIIS and the intensity of i onization in the ionos-
phere. 
Another observable surface phenomenon on the sun is the 
presence of large tongues of lwninous gas, eAtending outwcrds 
from the chromosphere for distances of several hundred thounc-:1.c... 
lcilometres, lcnown as prominences. 
Floating clouds of calcium and hydrogen, c alled floccuJ.i, 
may be seen by spectroheliographic means and appear bri~htcr o~ 
darker than the surrounding r,ledium, depending on v:hether they 
are hotter or cooler than their surroundings. 
Flocculi, in the vicinity of sunspots, somet~,ws in~reascl 
enormously in brightness, temperature and size. 
known as flares. These produce a great deal of ul trr.- violct 
and cor puscular radiation whose effect is ul timatel~r obscr':'JC. 
on the earth's ionosphere. 
B. Radio er.1ission frorn the sun. 
Ro..dio radiv.tion from the sun is divided into thl"'ec nw.:.:.1. 
categories , the "quiet" ther-mal radiation, the 11 activ <.:. :i :::~ .C.:~ ~- ·· 
tion at metre wavelengths, and the 11 a c tive 11 radia tj_on at cent:.-
metre wavelengths . 
The quiet sun. 
The quiet sun emits a steady amount of radiation 
spread/ ••. ••• 
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spread over the whole radio frequency spectrum, knovn1 as the 
11 t hermal component". This th3rmal radiation is due to the 
thermal motion of the electrons that go to malce up the solar 
atmosphere. 
The Rayleigh-Jeans law, valid for radio applications 9 
states that the spectral density of radiated pry7er (watts per 
cps) is proportional to Tb/)'\. 2 , where Tb is known as the brig:1t·~ 
ness temperature for a given wavelength ~'. 
I,: ow any ray that prora 5ates in the solar a two sphere 
in the absence of a magnetic field, traveJS through ionized re~-
ions whose refractive index varies, according to Lorentz theory, 
as follows: 
where X= 
N= 
::.. 
'::o ,....., v. 
electron density. 
e= charge on the electron. 
E
0
= permitivity. 
m= mass of electron. 
\7 ·= angular frequency. 
The plasma frequency 'ltl is defined by W 
0 0 
:C m 
0 
so that x= Wo 2 wz-
If \7= VI the index of refraction is zero and the::•e : :~ 0 - -
no propagation of electromagnetic waves but there is the po::: :~ ; __ _ 
bility 11 of plasma oscillations" . It is believed that such 
oscillations are responsible for many of the radio bursts fro.;11 
the sun. !iowever , in regions where ~=-: 0, propagJ.tion i t: ::i.r-rr ·~:-: ­
sible ~~~opt/o• •• • • 
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s io:~e exce~t under certain conditions which will allow coupling 
of he e~ergy in the oscillation into a p ropagat ing mode. 
The th.Jo:'y of such c oupling requires sharp gradients of electr on 
den~ity nr gr~dients in the superposed magaetic field s . It 
wil"'. be , _iscuf3sed in Chapter II . 
It ~-s possible, b y using Snell's Law, to calculate 
ray traj ~ c tor~es through the corona for r ays that r each earth 
a:1d nn.1c~1 wo::-l~ hc-,s been done in this field. It is thought that 
sorr!·) :r•2•·c- tro.vel ilwta rds from their point of origin, are then 
gra(L~l:y deflected as they approach regions of log refractive 
::.:1~~":' : : and subseg_uently , (afte r a considerable amount of absorb-
tioJ~ hr s talccn place along the ir paths at these levels of low 
-.., --'"'- ,-,-'-; ... -., ; nc.' c") reach earth L .,., i ..: -~- II. • ....... ·- .. ,.I.~ '-" ..:. 0 
2 -2 
The .J.ttentuation constant is proportional to ( ne ":,~ 
1: r ) 7 1:1CI.!. ~: <<J • ':i:e is the k i neti c temperature of the elec-
t --.r·· ,_ .... -- _, ., _ .s the lcinetic temper ature v aries along the path, this 
c :r.:p-.'up,s -i_c·:l 111ust b e L'i t c:_:_- r;:it Cd since each element of path ab-
sorl1t: e1~::-rg~' fr om below, which will add to the emissivity, 1t 
:'.s r-o::r; cr:.ier:t ~o express the result i n terms of a power absorp-
tion coefficient k (ITepers per unit l ength), which itself is a 
funr ~~on of distance s, along the ray. An elementary section 
o~ ~e;l·_; th ds v:ill absorb an amount (lc ds) of the incident power 
anJ. 5-:. tu·_,n -:Till cuit an amount proportional to (Te kds) . 
Th::.~. :L· cJ. "l.c-"1~ fl"om ~~irchoff 1 s Law combined with the Rayleigh -
Jeans/ •••••• 
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Jea:i.1s La .. · ; the ratio of the emission coefficient to the absorp-
tio:l coe:'ficient of any body i n thermodynamic equilibrim is 
pro;)ortional to the temperature. 
The flux density from this section that escapes to 
the 11 outside 11 is proportional to 
(Te lc ds) exp ( - j~ k ds) 
Thi s i:; ~,he contribution to the total brightness temperature 
fr01n the element ds . 'rhe total brightness temperature is 
~s = . S k ( S) dE. = opticcl depth to poin t s. 
.J:;:'i.r htne RS distribution. 
It is found that at different frequencies the sun 
var::.. es i l ·. brightn ess across the disc . At low fr equenc ies i t 
app a:L'3 l ·:i."ightest at the centre while the 11 radio- disc 11 appears 
larn~ :;." t: .. ""J.n t:1e optical disc . At higher frequencies (200 Mc/s) 
the J. inb 3.ppears brighter (limb- brightening), the brightness 
f n.l ; ~_T'.f:S off v ery r apidly beyon d this limb . Above~ about 10 bnc 
thi n cff8ct practically disappears. 
'rhis l i mb-brightening is explained by the fact that 
r ayL -:·.hat leave the sun in the direction of earth from near the 
limb :: .._-.,e 1.: eer deflected gradually by levels of low refractive 
index and ~o not a pproach these levels as closely as do the rays 
tha t [:L"3 more nearly normally incident. As a result, less 
absorption/ •••••• 
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absorpti0n tal~es place along these paths. 
It can be shovm (Pawsey and 13racewell 9 page 15) that the 
flux density due to thermal r adiation is given by : 
S = 1. 88 X 10~7 · ~ · 'I~ · . watts meter - 2 ( c/s) - 1 
At 1etre wavelengths Tb is of
2
the order of 1 06 °K and S is of 
- 21 I 21 the order of 10 watts m cps . 
Activity at metre wavelengths. 
At met re wavelengths the sun emits 11bursts 11 of radia-
tion ·::hich are super i mposed on the steady background, due to the 
quiot sun. The intensity of these bursts va r ies between a 
leve:::. just detectable above the thermal r adiation and one 105 
times the i11tensi ty of the quiet sun. The sources of these 
bursts generally occupy only a small f r action of the sun's sur-
face and their b rightness temperatures may be as great as 1010 
Tlle frequency of occurrence of bursts varies between 
no .n .jor "'.Jursts for 1nonths at a time at sunspot minimum to al-
most cont :i.nuous 11 activi ty 11 for weelcs on end at sunspot maximum. 
{:~~ivity- at centimetre wavel engths. 
Superi-;Hposed on the thermal background is a slowly 
varying component appearing as an enhancement of the continuum 
rad~. 1.tio:n vary j_ng from 2% at 3cm to 100% at 50 em. It has com-
ponent8 periodic v1i th the sun's period of r otation ( 27 days) and 
inter~ )rometers have been able to localize the sources as 
occurring in the region of calciu.u1 plages. Bursts are also 
found ,t these ~avelengths. 
Table/ •.•• .• 
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Te.ble I gives a summary of the types of solar radio 
waves observed on earth. 
!YPe~f burst? of solar radio noise. 
v_rild and i.IcCready ( 3), worl{ing with a swept frequency 
spectrograph cov,] r:i!ng the 70 to 1 30 Hc /s b ond' 3 tirtCf3 p.2r 
second, discovered that bursts of solar radio activity could be 
readily classified into several spectral types. This spectro-
graph was later modified to cover the 40 to 240 Mc/s band 
(Wild, I.hlrray and RmYe (4)) and more recently a paper describing 
some results obtained with this 9 pointed out that its lower 
frequency limit was 24 Mc/s (5). The spectral features of the 
bursts described in the original paper have all been identified 
on the records obtained with the later versions of the spectro-
grapn end these, together with several other classifications of 
bur;:; ts since made, will now be briefly summarized. 
Bursts of spectral type I. 
'l'hese are sometimes known as storm bursts which appear 
on a varying background, known as 11 enhanced radiation11 • The 
two phenomena together go to malce up V'hat are known as noise 
storms. 
Ston.1 bursts are characteri-zed by a narrow spectrum, 
only a few megacycles wide, the frequency of maximum intensity 
remaining approximately constant throughout the lifetime of the 
storu, ~hich can be of the order of several minutes to several 
days in extreme cases. On single frequency records they appear 
as/ ...... .. 
! 
; 
CLASS 
'l:'hermal 
componeDt 
Slov!ly varying 
component 
lToise Storm 
Enhancccl 
.1•adin tion 
Type I burst 
( Sto1.,m bu·;:'s:·::.) 
Type II burst 
(Outburst) 
'l'yl?e III burst 
(IsoJs.tcd.) 
Type IV b.ul,S t 
Type V burst 
CLASSIFICA'l'IOl, OF SOLAR RADIO WAVES 
I. :DURA 'l'IJi~ 
~ 
\POLARI ZA'l'I ON 
I 
Unlimited I Ra11.dom 
i10,000--500Mc/s !Traces of 
circular 
Hours or ~ecimetre and 
days ~etre regions 
Tenths oflnecimetre and 
sccand..s· ~etre reg i ons 
•.. i nutes 
Seconds 
Cen.timetres to 
ttms of metres 
ben time tres to 
jtens of metres 
I 
Minutes Centimetres to 
or hours tens of me tres 
J l'.Ii:n.utes 3roadband at 
lcen time tre 
Jv,ravelengths I 
Circular 
Circular 
Usually not 
polarized 
Irregular 
ell i ptical 
or linear 
Of'tcr:n 
circular 
I Variable 
I 
ASSOCINl'ED 1· 
PHENOMENA i 
Sunsp ots 
Sunspots 
Sunspots 
Flares 
Unl<:nown 
(po-ssibly 
1aicro- flares) 
Large 
Flares 
Often fol.lo.vr 
_Type III 
j buL'sts. 
I 
10. 
as a large nwnber of short- lived peaks superimposed on the 
slowly varying background. See plate I. 
Lursts of spectral type II. 
These are alternatively named outbursts and appear 
relatively rarely, the spectrum showing a sharp "cut-off" in 
frequency with little or no radiation being received immediately 
belov: the crj_ tical frequency. 'rhis critical frequency varies 
gradually Y>'i th time, tending to drift towards the lower 
fre~uencies at t he rate of about ~ Mc/s per second. The bursts 
shO'il a f a irly broad band (tens of megacycles) and last only a 
fev: minu·ces. Their appearance on single f requency records, 
s:1o'."!ll :i . rl plate I, i s of several peaks closely spaced on a quiet 
backgi~ounCL. 
~~~sts_ of spectral type III. 
In t his type of burst the frequency at maximilln inten-
sj.-~y dr~.Z ts rapidly toward lower frequenc ies at the rate of about 
20 IIc/s per sec. The bursts are of extremely large bandwidth 
(not less than 50 Mc/s) and they last only a few seconds. They 
are generally lcnown as isolated bursts . On single frequency 
records they appear as short lived increases as shown in plate I. 
I t should be pointed out that amongst the earlier 
attempts to classify the observed radiations from the sun were 
thos~ by Payne-Scott (6) who sub-divided all bursts into either 
circularly or not-circularly polarized radiation. She identi-
fj_ed t~e enhanced r adiation accompanying noise storms as 
circularly/ •.•••• 
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circularly polarized. The bursts of type II and III of Wild 
were classed as "not-circularly-polarized". 
Because type II events appeared to be related to 
flares in some way they ·~:e re cAlled "outburs ts•' 'and type · III ~ 
burst s be c or.1c kno·:m ~:s 11 i so l n tccl burst s " bcc .<'lu sc: they -did .no t 
cppt: .. <) r to be rL"'Ir:tec: to flares .. 
~vo further spectral types were only identified 
several years later by other workers. 
Bursts of spectral type IV. 
In 1957 Boischot (7) published the first of' a series 
of papers (8) dealing with a new type of radio emiss i on that is 
always associated with flares . He named these bursts of 
spectral type IV. On single frequency recorders the intensity 
of these events was found to increase over a period of 20 to 40 
minutes and then to decrease more slowly, disappearing after a 
few hours. The radiation was found to be very stable during 
the lifetime of this type of event and was marked by the com-
plete lack of superimposed storm bursts which would have been 
characteristic of noise storms . 
Bursts of spectral type V. 
Wild, Sheridan and Neylan (9) found that certain type 
III bursts were followed by a broad band diffuse afterglow which 
they named bursts of type v. This type of emission appeared to 
occur together with about 1 in 3 or 4 groups of type III bursts. 
These bursts lasted for about 1 minute, and appeared to radiate 
most/ •••••• 
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most strongly at frequencies less than 150 Mc/s. A marlced 
correlat ion between type III bursts, occurring simultaneously on 
centimetre and metre wavelengths, and type V events , has been 
noted by Neylan (10). 
On single frequency records these bursts would appear 
as 10'.·,: intensity radiation following a burst of type III whose 
intensity might be less than or greater than the associated type 
III burst. It would hardly appear likely that these bursts 
r10uJ.d be rc::>.d~_ly distinguishable on such records however . 
Several further types of radio events not adequately 
cove red t:r the above classifications have been described in the 
li teratur3 and will nm': be briefly summarized. 
Invc~ted U bursts. 
-------
.1aX':Vell and Swarup ( 11) described a phenomenon observed 
on f . :cpt- ·'.:' reg_u~mcy spectrograph records which, unl i ke the bursts 
of types II and III, drifted first towards lower frequencies , 
reached e. mi.nili1Uftl 9 and then started to increase in frequency 
again . ·.L'he band,,'idth was found to be of the order of 20 Mc/s 
and the 1 i.fcti:ne of the order of seconds. The majority of 
the e-; bu·e>ts o-; served at t he time of their paper (32 out of 42 ) 
had turni jJ.g po:·_nt s between 100 and 150 I.-ic/s and only 4 had turn-
ing po~nts j_n the 300 Lc/s range . Recently these bursts have 
been o;) se:c"'V·Jd at frequencies as low as 35 Me/ s ( 5). On single 
frequc ·1.c~T r ,::co3:-ods they would appear as two apparently unrelated 
pealcs/ • ••• •• 
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pealcs '''·'i thin seconds of one another. 
Reverse drift pairs. 
Roberts (12) found a class of bursts that exhibited 
only a drift in frequency towards higher frequencies . The burst 
consisted of two elements, the second being a repetition of the 
first after a few seconds delay . They were of very short 
duration and occurred at the longer wavelengths, appearing to be 
associated with type III events. They, too, would not be 
readily identifiable on single frequency records. 
Harmonic bursts. 
Wild, Hurray and Rowe (13) found that the spectr al 
features of bursts of type II or III were sometimes duplicated 
with a 2:1 frequency separati on. They observed thi s effect in 
two type II events and in a large number of isolated type III 
burets. On single frequency records these bursts appeared as 
a single large peale followed immediately by a smaller peak which 
lead to the description of "double- humped bursts". 
Radio pips. 
Reber (14) was first to report the occurrence of a 
great number of' SI11all transients or discrete pips that occur 
during burst activity and which were de t ectable with high speed 
rec orders. They appeared to be of fairly narrow band width 
(less t han 10 Hc/s) and were of extremely short duration, usual-
ly less than 1 sec. De Jager and van't Veer (15) pointed out 
that about 90); of FJ.ll pips seemed to occur in groups, the number 
of pips/ao o• •• 
14. 
of pips per group bein3 distributed according to Poisson's Law. 
·rhey found t h e bandwidth to be about 7 Mc/s . 
They performed an interesting anal ysis on about 600 of 
these pips to deterraine an 11 echoi' effect. If a pip originated 
above the l)lasma level associ a ted with the frequency of the pip 
one 11 ight have been aole to differentiate between a direct sig-
nal and an echo :frou this plasma level. A statistical analysis 
J.id not reveal an;:,r significant effect however . ·rhis led to the 
conclusion that the pips probably originated in a layer where 
the plasma frequency equaled the pip frequency. 
Scintillations. 
A ilpeculiar type of' scintillation of solar radio 
radiation11 has been described by Foklcer ( 16) . This effect was 
observed on a r:ide range of frequenc ies between 140 and 545 i.lc/s. 
Fluctuations or f'adil1.gs 'Vi thin the rapid scintillations were 
recognized and there appeared to be correlation betrveen the fad-
ings on different :frequencies . It appeared strongest during 
the tr1onths I.~ay to August ancl Fol>::ke r claime<l that instrumental 
faults were not the cuase, these having been carefully elimina te:l 
Another 0 remarlcable solar radio event " has also been 
descri bed by the Dutch worlcers (1 7) . This phenomenon appeared 
similar to that ~escribed a~ove and it too occurred over a wide 
frequency band and was only detected with high speed recorders. 
'l'he i. .. ore conve:ational recor<lers woul d only have indicated a blur 
for/ ••..•• 
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for events suc:1 as these which might e:xplain the lacl~ of previm.E 
reference to such events, in the l iterature . The presence of 
the earth 1 s io:..wsphere has set a lm·,·er limit to the frequency 
of radiation that can be received with a conventional radiometer, 
but bursts have been observed at frequencies as low as 18 tAc/s. 
Thi s was an e:~trcrtlely rare oc currence during v1hich a rec r j. ver 
directed at Jupiter suddenly detected a larGe increase in the 
received flux and this \Jas attributed to reflections off the 
r.1oon 1 s surface during a st1·ong outburst on the sun which was 
detected in thG sunlit parts of the ViOrld at the sarne time ( 18). 
Although a thorouGh discussion of the effect is beyond 
t he scope of this work 9 it should be pointed out that Tal~alcura 
(19a) has succesfully managed to explain the background cont-
inuwn, as v1ell as the storm bursts associated with noise storms 
in terms of the su:perl)OSi tion of many ilsp i lces 11 , which have iden-
tical shape ccc\Jr at random and Hhose amplitudes are · . distribu-
ted according to G a.ussian curve. He found that if two para-
meters, the frequency of occurrence of bursts and the range of 
distribution of the amvlitude, varied Yl ith time, all noise storms 
were i n good agreement witl·L ti:1is hypothesis . The storm bursts 
were the fluctuation about the mean level and the superposition 
of at least a few spikes. The similarity in pol arization of 
bursts and continuum was then adequately accounted for . The 
spikes were thought to occur with a frequency of several hundred 
to/ •••• • • 
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to several hundred thousand per second. A second pape r (19b) 
dealt with soEle experimental results~ veryfying the hypothesis. 
C. The relation between surface disc features and radio 
emission. 
The first positive correlation betrteen sunspots and 11 sudden 
increases" or bursts was obtained in 1947 by McCready, Payne-
Scott and Little (20). By perfor1aing their observation during 
sunrise~ the:; vvere able to shou that certain radiations came 
directly f ·roi!l the region of sunspots . 
Payne- Scott and Little (21), in 1951, found that the noise 
storms ~ere associated with sunspots and that the size of the 
largest spot was a criterion of emission. They found that even 
if the total area of the spots 'Nas large and the size of any 
individual spot was not large enough, no noise storm would occur . 
A single large spot was 9 honever, likely to produce storms. 
It was a ':rell-lcnown fact that the size of a spot was closely 
related to the strength of its associated magnetic field, and 
this appeared to be a reason why the size of single spots shoul d 
be important in the production of noise storms . It further 
appeared that spots near the limb were more likely to produce 
storms than those nearer the centre of the disc. 
~ild (22) in the fourth of a series of papers dealing with 
the observation of high- intensity solar radiation at metre wave-
lengths also noted the correlation between noise storms and 
sunspots. 
'rhere/ • .•.• • 
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'l'here '.Vas much speculation as to the reason why only some 
sunspots seemed to be associated with noise storms. Folcker ( 23) 
cast nei. · light on t he matter by consideri ng it as a quest i on of 
whe ther t he noise storm sources we re "visible;' or no t. He s how-
ed that certain storm radiations could be prevented from reaching 
the earth as a r esult of the ray paths being deflected by the 
. presence of acor-onal structures", large clouds of denser plasma. 
The ray paths through these structures may be such that the radia-
tion finally reached earth, or it may be deflected in a direction 
that prevented i t s de tection at earth. He believed that every 
centre of activity (sunspot ) was the s ource of a no i se storm. 
This had been found to be the case at decimetre wavelengths f r om 
observations made vri tll a radi o heliograph at Sydney. He furthe r 
considered the poss i bility that these coro~al structures were 
continually being replenished by fresh materi al from below and 
that this process might i nvolve some emission of radiation, which 
would be able to escape in the direction of earth as the result 
of purely accidental circurnstances. Conse quently , only some 
sunspots ~;oulli. appear to have a ssoc i a ted noi se storms. Thi s, 
he suggested accounted for the fact that there were no visible 
differences ~Je twcen quiet and noise-active spots. 
Possibly this hypothesis might be extended to apply equally 
well to the observed r ela tion existing between flares and radio 
burs ts . A recent paper by lGdel s01~ et al (24) po i nted out that 
99%/ • ••• • 0 
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9~; of 10 em bursts were coin cident with flare activity whe reas 
only a 25~ of flares vere coincident with 10 em bursts. A det-
ailed study of this relation bearing in mind the above hypothe-
sis mi ght well prove to be fruitful . 
Flares. 
·rhe correlation betvreen flares an d outbursts of radio noise 
has drawn considerabl~T iilore attention than the relation bet~oveen 
sunspots a..1d radio noise, the largest volume of work that has 
been published to date being that of Dodson, Heneman and Owren 
( 25) 0 In t he ir paper dealing wi th solar flares and associated 
200 ~~ic/s radiation the;y quoted distinctive radio events occuring 
Y!i th 78~~ of tlD 194 flares they observed. They subdivided these 
"distinctive events 11 into narrower categories than \"!ild' s spect-
ral types, including ; 1m~jor burstsil , 11minor bursts", "onset of 
noise storun, 11l1oise storr:1 in progress" and "sir11ple rise in base 
level il . A nburst with second partn, indicating a double rise in 
flux was also distin~uished. fheir correlations were extended 
to include flares of varying importance. ( 'rhe importance of a 
flare is given as a measure of its duration and size). 
Class 
(!0J20rtance) 
1 -
1 
2 
3 
3+ 
Average Life 
17 rainutes average 
life 
17 nlinutes average 
life 
29 minutes average 
life 
62 minutes average 
life 
approx.180 minutes 
avePage life 
Siz~ in 
Millionths of 
Sun 1 s area 
.· ,100 
>100 ·:'300 
) 300 "750 
) 750 < 2000 
.?2000 
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They f'ound9 79~:· of Imp. 1 flares had distinctive events . 
77',.· of Imp. 2 flares II a II I) 
505"£ of Imp. 3 flares II 11 II 
This showed no particular tendency for the association with 
any one class of flare . 
'rhey also found that the occurence of S. I. D's with flares, 
bore no r elation to whether the flare had an associated radio 
event or not . (38~:. of flares v:i th associated radio events and 
37~ of nu11 cases were associated with S. I.D's). 
There appeared to be no correlation between the occurence 
of 200 Lc/s radiation and the position of the flares on the solar 
disc . They found that spectral type II bursts were most closely 
associate d with flares. (Type II bursts after Wi l d) . 
:i:,oughoad, Roberts and McCabe (26) in their paper entitled 
"The Lssoc::.ation of Solar Bursts of Spectral Type III with Chromo-
spher5_c Fl are s;1 9 examined 300 flares of which 85% were microflares. 
(Cla 3 1- ). i'i1ey found that 205,; of the flares were associated 
Ytith -~ype III events.? whereas 6()7~ of the bursts occurred at the 
onset o~ ~ flare or preceded it slightly. 'Ehey also found that 
the :norc a~ ti ve regions of the sun tended to produce bursts and 
flares sin!12lt3.neously over periods of a few days at a time. 
fhey found thRt the larger the flare, the more likely was the 
occurreDcc of burst activity. 
The relation bet;·.-een flare puffs, i. e. flares showing sudden 
bright ex.pansj_ons or puffs, and type III bursts 9 has recently been 
investigated by Giovanelli (27). Type III bursts were found to 
occur/ •••••• 
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occu::"' \:·i thin ~ 2 minutes of % of the observed puffs. Gi ovanelli 
was unfortunately not able to observe puffs on the smaller flares 
by hj.s methods and as a result, it is not known whether flare 
puffs ar(: the cause of all type III bursts . Giovanelli and 
f.icCabc (28) have shown that flare puffs were the first stages in 
the ejection of ~article streams with velocities of the order of 
100 1'::.m/::-:c-::! . Such ejections are known as surges, and Loughead, 
:Roberts and ;~cCab e, too, found that surge associated flares were 
more likely to have bursts associated with them, although their 
results \7ere far from conclusive. 
In a very recent paper by Rabben ( 29) on 11 Type III Solar 
Burs·cs and their Relation to Eruptions (flares) 11 , 372 flares and 
136 bur:-t events wer e recorded during a 200 hr period, and by 
comb:'..ning his records with high frequency records fro1.1 other 
stat~. onnf i"w y:ns able to look fo:r• correlation over a very wide 
rang:· of :·:ror:uoncy dovm to r.licro-wavelengths. About 20% of the 
flar 1s co~ncided with type III bursts and 88 of the remaining 
96 burst events occurred within the lifetime of a flare extended 
by a~)out 5 1:1irmtes. 
fl. nupber of conclusions were reached and are here summarised 
e.) The f_;reater the flare importance, the greater 
the nuruber of bursts per event. 
b) La~ge bursts occurred near onset of a flare, 
vrhereas lesser bursts were independent of 
the flare's phas-e . 
CJ The burst intensity and frequency drift per 
sec. were independent of the fl?re's 
L1gortance . 
d); •....• 
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d) The l1Ult1ber of bursts per event 9 intensity 
and freQuency drift per sec. increased 
wi th total spectral range of burst. 
e) The centre to limb decreases of no. of 
bursts exceeded that of flares and showed, 
in additi on, a strong east- west a sym-
metry. 
f) The contr ibution of ~Jurst s of medium 
intensity and freQuency drift per sec . 
incrLased ~ith central meridian dist-
all.ce . 
g) The radio efficiency of f lares increased 
1Ji th impor·tance. 
h) Burst- proQucing flares prefered certain 
centres of activity. 
Giov~nelli and Roberts (30) identified several optical 
events as b~_,ing related to type II bur sts , notably the ejections 
of pdrtic:_e streams near or at the limb of t he sun v s disc wi th 
velociti es exceeding that of sound in the corona. For an e vent 
on t~e di~c 9 th~re has usually been a very Dr ight flare. Over 
a ty·o y0ar p0riod (1956- 57) they observed 18 type II bursts, and 
in 13 of thece cases they definitely i dentified the optical 
disturbance r8 s~onsible . In 2 of the re~illining cases , ther e 
v:ere al terna.-~i ~.-e identifications and i n the remaining 3 , t~1ei r 
optical recorc1G were poor or interrupted. Of the for·mer 13 
cases, 9 \"ere essociated with flares on the disc, 2 with surges 
on the li:rr:b and 2 ·.vi th ejected prominences on t~1e l imb. 
Tne re~atiun that exists between cos8ic rays observed on 
earth and the occur rence of solar flares and radio bursts, has 
also dra,-n considerable attE..ntion and in a _,~ecent papei' Thompson 
and/, •• •• • 
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and Maxwell (31)~ working with the results of an interferometer 
covering the 100 to 580 ~c/s range , concluded that, though cur-
rent theories of the origin of type III bursts suggested genera-
tion by emis3ion of particles with veloci ties of the order of 
cosmic ray velocities, there was no c orrelation between fast 
dr ift type I II bursts and c osmic ray i nc r eases observed on 
eart h . Solar flares that appeared to be a ssociated ~ . ith type 
II I bursts were not r elated to cosmic r ays . Increased in l ow 
energy cosmic rays observed by balloons and satellites1 appeared 
to be related to type IV bursts, however, Thompson and ~ -axwell 
further pointed out that Forbush type decreases in cosmic ray 
intensity. Large m1usual decr ea ses usually associated with 
magnet i c storms and first r ecorded by Forbush (32), as well as 
magnetic Gton.l activity, were regul arly preceded by sl ow drift 
type II bursts 9 the mean time delay being 33 hours . Of 26 well 
defined ForbuEh t ype decreases at l east 56% were preceded by 
type II bursts ,,~ri thin a 4 day period, the mean time delay being 
35 hours . 
The author of this t hesis feels that, as these resul ts were 
not based on 24 hour records of s ol ar activity , they should not 
b e stressed too much. 
Kamiya ancl r.rada (33) since found that almost all cosmic ray 
storms(i.e. large increases of cosmic ray intensity), we re assoc-
iated ni th flares having an accompanying type IV outburst. 
They further found that other typ·cs of outbursts were not rela-
ted/ • ••••• 
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ted to cosmic ray storms, and that the size of these storms was 
independent of the meridian distance of the radio source. 
They concluded thet a large corpuscular cloud together with a 
magnetic field v1as emitted simultaneously with type IV bursts. 
The increase of low energy cosmic rays as observed by 
balloons has been definitely associated with solar flares; and 
in their papeP Reid and Leinbach (34) stated that this type of 
event was invariably fo llowed by strong low freQuency noise 
storms lasting several hours. 
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C:IA.PTER II. 
T~ill ORIGIN OF BURSTS 
OF SOLAH RADIO NOISEo 
Before investigeting the possible origins of the non-thermal 
component of solar radio emission, the main features of the 
radiation are listed. A comprehensive theory would have to 
account for: 
(a) •rne observed intensities. 
(b) '.L1he observed frequency spectrum and frequency 
drift of certain types of bursts. 
(c) The observed polarization characteristics. 
(This uill be considered in detail in the 
l1.e:x:t chapter). 
(d) 'l'he frequency doublinG observed with certain 
t~rpe II and III events. 
Two chief lines of approach appear to have been adopted. 
The first of these is that the radiation is due to excitat-
ion of various plasma levels in the corona, each plasma level 
having its characteristic frequency which is determined by the 
electron density at that particular level. 
Secondly~ the possibility has been considered by several 
workers that electrons spiralling about magnetic lines of force 
associated with sunspots? emit radiation. 
The fon,1er approach has been loosely termed the plasma-
oscillation-theory while the latter is known as the gyro-theory. 
The possible theory of Cerenkov radiation by electrons 
travelling through the plasma has also been considered. 
Ryle and Vonberg (1) were amongst the first to realize that 
any/ •••• • • 
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any theory of the origin of the sun 9 s non-thermal radiation 
would involve the presence of localized regions with temperatures 
of the order of 108 to 1010 °K. They were concerned with resul~ 
obtained at freg_uencies of 80 and 175 Mc/s and found that the 
intensity of the radiation was much greater than that predicted 
for a black body at a temperature of 6000°K~ which was the temp-
erature usually associated with the chromosphere. 
A. Plasma oscillations . 
An electro- magnetic wave travelling in a magneto- ionic med-
itun (a medium consisting of electrons and ions and acted on by a 
magnetic fiel d ) is found to be propagated as two oppositely pol-
arized waves lm.o·.·m as the ordinary and extraordinary waves. 
The refractive index for radiation of frequency of the medium 
varies accordin~ to 
f· - \ for r rdi 8tion of freouenc~ ~ 
I 
= ryro- freouency of' the c l cc trons. 
where H is th0 magnetic flux and N the electron density 
at any particular level. The + and - sign denote the value of 
for the ordinary and extraordinary waves respectively. As is 
shown in table II the refractive index for the ordinary and ex-
traordinary naves vanish at different levels in the corona. 
These levels of zero refractive index occur at : 
x=1 for the ordinary ray, and 
x=1 ~ y for the extra-ordinary ray where; 
x=/. a • o o • 
- · - - .. 
"E 
~ ~ 
.__.. 
w 
... 
w 
L. 
a. 
"' 0 
-0 
..c. 
a. 
w 
> 
0 
.a 
0 
L. 
a> 
"' I 
6 
10 
ro5 
TABLE JI 
IOMC{s 40M I 000 3000 
M<fs M </s. ISOMC/5 200 300 M</a M</s. 
L ll v <Is. o 1 z < r o r < fro c t i v < in d·tZ x in t h < so I a r 
atmospl'ltZr< . Full lin<zs : x=l , th<z only l<zv<zl in th~r 
ti~ld frqq: co!Ofl as w<zll o!O thfl "ordinar(' lflvfll 
abovt~: a larg< sunspot (3600~jouss) ond inthtZ 
gqnqrol moqn<tic fiflld . Dottlld lin€S: x=l -y , thll 
"ttxlroordinarllttv<:l in lhtZ gflnt~:rol mo9nfllic. fitZid . 
Brokcrnlinczs: thcz "czxtraordinary'' lt~:vtZ"I obovcr thtZ 
sun~pot. 
------ -..... ..... -- .... ...-
Cora n a 
Cl'lromospht~:r tZ 
- --J 
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11!f hH 
Y= --
VI 
W 
0 
the plasr11a frequency is given by Ne 2 Em. 
0 
The level of zero refractive index for the extraordinary mode of 
propagation is generally above that for the ordinary mode, the 
distance between these two levels increasing with increasing 
magnetic field. As these levels of zero, or near zero, refrac-
tive index absorb radiation they are t he r efore capable of emit-
ting radiation, whose polarization would correspond to that of 
the mode that is ~bsorbed at that particular level. 
Because radiation cannot pass regions of zero r efractive 
index , the term "stop bands" has been appli e d to such levels. 
Ryle (2) c onsidered the possibi~y of generation of radiat-
ion in t hese regions of zero refractive index. At any particul-
ar frequency one of these r egions was situated at a lower alti-
tude, higher density r egion v1here the absorption c oefficient nas 
appreciable s o that c onsiderable radiation c ould occur. ·rhis 
radiation ·was polarized, the sense of polarization corresponcling 
to the ordinary mode and the intensity corresponding to the elec-
tron t emperat ure i n the region. The other region was at a 
greater height thought to be less dense so that the absorption 
coefficient raight be insufficient to allow production of radia-
tion of appreciable intensity. However, if the gas density was 
raised as the result of the elevation of prominence material 
r adiation would result whose intensity could exceed that of the 
ordinary I . o •••• 
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ordinary vJave . This radiation, too 9 would show polarization, 
the sense corresponding to the extra-ordinary mode. The polar-
ization observed at the earth uould then correspond to the most 
intense component. 
Although it was realized that regions of high absorption 
were also good emitters 9 no theory had been put forward as to how 
the region could be induced to e111i t radiation. Possibly the 
presence of extremely high temperatures might have accounted for 
some of the radiation9 but it was Ryle (3) who suggested that 
coherent oscill ations of large quantities of electrons in the 
corona (plaSi11a oscillations) could account for the observed 
emissions 9 although it was still difficult to formulate a mechan-
ism whereby such oscillations could be set up. He concluded 
that the observed radio frequency radiation arose from the purely 
random motion of the electrons in the corona at temperatures of 
106 °Ko Previous explanations of the cause of such plasma 
oscillations had all been based on laboratory phenomena and he 
suggested that the situation in the corona was not sufficiently 
similar to ti.1ose existing in discharge tubes to merit the extra-
polation of the laboratory theories. He felt, however 9 that 
ionic plasma oscillations of very low f ·requencies 111ight be caprole 
9f causing local excitation of the electrons, this then l eading 
to the production of bursts of radiation. 
\"/estfold (4) was able to show that thr ee types of plasma 
oscillation could exist in an anisotropic medium. He did this 
by I . . o • o • 
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by derivi ng the A.ppleton- Hartree equation for the refractive 
index by taking a system of axes where one axis was taken paral-
lel to the magn0tic field direction rather than along the direct-
ion of propagation. These three type s of oscillations would 
give rise to radiations that exhibited right- handed, left- handed 
and linear polarizations, the former two corresponding to the 
two modes already considered. It can however be shown, by 
application of magneto- ioi!ic theory, that only the former two 
could escape (12) . 
A slightly different approach was adopted ( 1949) by Jaeger 
!;lnd Wes tfold (5) , who attempted to describe the observed phenom-
ena in terms of trans i ents produced by concentrated disturbances 
at various levels in the plasma. Their paper gave the solutions 
of a nw11ber of transient problems on propagation in a homogen-
eous mediurn i)oth in the ~1resence and in the absence of a magnetic 
field. Correlations Yrith bursts on 85, 60_, 65 a11.d 19 Mc/s were 
studied and they found that bursts showed good correspondence 
with thoory on tha different frequencies with respect to predict-
ed shape and time of arrival. The decay of bursts was approxi-
-1 J.Jlately exponential and they quote d a damping constant of 0 . 6s~ 
in t he· eoron~1 . Smerd, i:tl a private com<7J.unicat i on to West-
fold, has apparently been able t o show that the general features 
of type II and III radiation could be accounted for by the emis-
sion of transient radiation sucessively from each plasma level. 
Again, no mention was made of the origin of these l ocalized 
disturbances. / . ••..• 
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dis turb ~~nc t': s •. 
In a late1 ... :;)aper <Taeger and i!estf'old (6) calculated the 
trajectories, equivalent path and absorption of' rays in the 20 
to 100 I:lc/s frequency range neglecting magnetic fields and assum-
ing spherical symuetry. They interpr et the double-humped burst 
as a superposition of a direct and echo signal, the echo coming 
from the level of zero refractive index which v~as thought to be 
below the level of' origin. The time delays and intensity rat i o 
between these t vw al tt:rnati ve paths were found to agree reason-
ably v1i th experir,lental observations provided the magnitude of 
the source angle was taken into consideration; large source 
angles were shovm to produce ef'fecti vely single humped bursts. 
Smerd (7) pointed out that radiation at any frcquencyf'would 
not be transmitted unless it originated at a heic.ht in the corona 
where the p lasma frequency t; was less than, or equal to, f' • 
The radiation nust be produced above these stop- bands. 
Wild, i.:urra;,r and. Rov:e (8) attempted to 0xplain the product-
ion of' harmonic bursts in tern1s of plasma oscillations. Out-
bursts frequently occurred in what appeared to be harmonic pai rs 
the characteristic f CJaturcs at frequency f' being duplicated at 
a frequency 2f. The frequency ratio was found to be just less 
than 2:1 (L90- 1.99) and the second harmonic intensit~ could be 
greater tha11, equal to OI' less than that of' the f'unuamental. 
If it was postulated that the radiation at c vntral frequency f 
0 
was produced at a level in the corona having plasma frequency f 0 
it/ •• •••• 
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it folloued that the lower half of the band of radiation would 
be cut off and the peak fre~uency f would appear a little higher 
than f 0 , while the second harmonic would be less attenuated s i nce 
it would be further from its level of zero r efrncti ve index. 
The cut- off of the lower half of the fundrunent al band woul d also 
explain the fre~uency ratio of just less than 2: 1 . 
By combining their theory with a table showing plasma fre~­
uency variation with height -in the corona the authors were able 
to postulate a source travelling outward thr ough the corona with 
speeds of several hundred kilometers per second. Although 
source velocities of 3000 km per s e c were needed to explain the 
observed time uelay between a flare and terrestrial disturbances 
they felt that these higher velocities could be explained in 
terms of the asymmetry of the corona. 
A similar approach was adopted by Wild, Roberts and l~rray 
(9) ;"ho conce~ .. tr·nt...; (i. on type III bursts. They were able to 
localize s our ces to within 105 lan of thephotosphc rcs i.e . at the 
base of the corona, and source velocities of 5 .. 104 }:m/sec were 
postulated. 
A different approach was adopted by Sen (10) who proposed 
. thf!t 
that storm bursts of narrow bandwidth/originate in shock fronts 
of an ionized gas constituted thu elementary fine structure of 
solar radio n oise bursts. These shocks were thought to origin-
ate as weal>:: shocks from the convective cells in the subphoto-
spheric layers that were responsible for the granulation observed 
on the sun's surface. He did not , however , tackle the problem 
of/ •••• •• 
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of whether the conditions were favourable for coupling from these 
shoclc fronts (effectively space charge waves , which are waves of 
varying electron density) to an electromagnetic mode of propaga-
tion. He felt that discontinuities in the shoclc front might 
have favoured such coupling. His approach also required the 
movement of some disturbance as suggested by Wild et al (above), 
but the source velocities would be those of the associated shock 
front rather than of the actual distur.bance. 
'
1rild 9 ::urray and Rowe (11) published a further paper, deal-
ing with the harmonics in the spectrum of solar radio disturbances 
and v,rere able to shmY that for the harmonic bursts, showing a 
frequency ratio of 2:1, the fundamental frequency corresponded 
t o the natural frequency of plasma oscillat ion in the vicinity of 
the source. ·r~1ey cla.imed that their results suggested genera-
tion by longitudinal plasma osc i llat i ons excited by fast streams 
of charged particles . 'fhe harmonics suggested that th...; emitting 
process was one involving oscillations of charge which were non-
linear i n chc-.racter. ( ... Ton-linear oscillators arc knovm to pro-
duce harmonics. The greater the non-linearity the greater the 
harmonic content). Bl ectrons gyrating in a magnetic field with 
orbital velocities approaching that of light could generate such 
harmonics. 
Alternatively, they considered plasma oscillations but were 
unable to see how the fundamental radiation could escape from the 
regions of production, except along a narrow cone normal to the 
surface/ •••••• 
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surface of zero refractive index. No such restriction had to 
be placed on the harmonics generated at these levels . At each 
level a band of radi a.ti on would be produced as has already b een 
mentioned in ref erring to their earlie r paper . The higher fre-
quency components would be able to escape and on this criterion 
they conclude d that t he plasma oscillations ~ould b e li~ely to 
produce radiation. 
'rhey v1ent f urther and pro"f)osed that the streams of ionized 
matter that have bven observed visually would provide the expla-
nation for' the frequency drift~ a strealil exciting diffe ren t 
frequencies at different plasma levels . A source rising in the 
solar atn10sphcr3 \tould produce a steady decrease in frequen cy of 
the rcceiveu r adiation. They pointed out that f or l arze ru.1pli-
t ude s of plasma oscillati ..)ns the charge density exhibited. excess 
bunching which mi ght provide the necessary non-lineary and asym-
metry for the :_scne:ration of ~1armonics . 
Bohrn and Gross ( 12 a~b) have been able t o show t heore tically 
t hat the afore 1.1entioned i c,n streams \\·ere in fact capable of 
exciting plasma oscillations. 
::!'urther more I· ield ( 13) was able to show that l ongitudinal 
plasma oscillations coulcl be coupled t o an electro- magne tic mode 
of oscillation provided ui scontinuitiGs of density existed. He 
applied the theorv to the p r oducti cn of type II bursts. 
Ho pointed out that in a plasma t wo type s of wave motion 
could exist. Hi s di scussion f ollowed that of Piddington (14) . 
The/ • • •• •• 
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Tho first was t~e loncitudi nal or irrotational motion and the 
second the transverse or toroidal motion. In a homogeneous 
field free plas .. 1a the riiodes were independent 9 the former corres-
pending to whn.t have been termed plasma oscillations and the 
latter corresponding to electro- magnetic waves . The two modes 
were in fact two 1.7ays of 111aintaining an electric field. 
a) In plasma oscillations the source of the 
field was an accumulation of charge . 
b) In electro- magnetic waves the s ource of 
t he field was a changing magnetic field. 
'rhe plasma oscillations in t hemselves did not propagate but 
simple extensions of them 9 to include the effects of electron 
pressure on the oscillations 9 did propagate as plasma waves. 
He was able t o shov! that t hese two modes could be coupled 
under· certain COJ.ldi tions. Hence the energy available in the 
plasma oscillation could be propagated as an electro-magnetic 
v:rave. These conditions included the presence of electron density 
disco~tinuities or the presence of static magne tic fields . 
(Gradient coupling or magnetic coupling). ~he coupling is dis-
cussed further in chapter III. 
In applying this to the case of type II outbursts he adopted 
as a model a finite region in the c orona having a sharp boundary, 
the whole region moving outwards to account for the frequency 
drift and havi:.J.g a density disco:il.tinuity at the boundary. 
Plasma waves Fei'~ thouc:ht to arise behind the boundary of this 
reg ion ~,,.11ich t h i':.,n coupled into the electro- magnetic mode due to 
this/ •••••• 
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thi(, dens i. ty di scon tinui ty. The flare ejections reported by 
Dodson ct al \!Gre thought t o provide the t ravelling region. 
'.!.'he region might ba the actual stream of particles or the assoc-
iatC.. t shock wav.Js as mentioned before. 
The 7resence of the second and ye t not the third harmonic 
in type II 0Ye::.1.ts was aga i n expl ained in ter ms of a moderately 
non--lin~a:." pla sma osci llation . 
1'. mc.gnetic field in the regions under c onsideration was 
said to c:ntr:nco the conversion f roltl t he one mode to the other. 
OutburstG have hmmver been observed with no sign of polarization 
over· thei::> entire frequency bands s howing tha t a illagnetic field 
nee~ not ~ecessar~ly be p resent. 
Although theoretically predicted energies did not corres-
ponc very well with obs ervations, it was thought that a more 
r ee.J i..sti t:"' model of t:t1c source r egion and a more accurate lcnow-
l ed.,:_ : o:L ~h<.:: ~rariations of density across the boundary might have 
enabled :::. more exac t estimate to h ave been made. 
\."es tl~old ( 15) :published a further paper dealing with the 
preeenco of these associated shoclc waves and in turn applied his 
results to the analysi s of bursts . He too felt that the fre-
quency 6.rift si1ovm by bursts of type II and type III should 
rather have been associated with the velocities of th~ shock 
rTaves -:hat o.c c or~lr>anie d the i11o tions of large reg i ons of particles 
in th0 coron~ . These waves travelled with velocities exceeding 
that of t~0 ~article clouds and also exceeding that of sound in 
the/ •••••• 
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the medium. Across these shoclc fronts there would be abrupt 
transitions in th8 values of the physical quantities, such as 
velocity, density and pressure~ that specified the state of the 
gas . Such disturbances might have given rise to transient rad-
iation as considered by Jaeger and Westfold. 'rhese density 
changes cou ld almost certainly have pro1noted coupling bet ween 
the IJodes discusse d by Field. One interesting result that also 
arose f r om his :paper was the concept of magnetic fields being 
"frozen" into the particle clouds as they moved outwards . 
'l'he idea t~1.at t~1e rate of fre<;~_uency dri ft was associated 
r:i th a shoclc front rat~1er than ·.vi th the actual moving part i c le 
cloud vas suggested :r·elatively early on by Takalcura (16) who 
pointed out that \hld' s 11 cr i tical f r equency hypothesis" could not 
satisfactorily be applied above 200 Mc/s. Talcalcura pointed out 
a serious discrepancy in the f requency drift rates from 200 Mc/s 
to 3000 Hc/s and for "'!ild' s hypothesis to have been correct, 
very sudden chru1.ges in drift velocity would have been necessary 
at the base of the c orona. 
He then attempted to explain the features of outbursts in 
terms of the rate of expansion of a dense ionized cloud, the 
centre of which might drift or remain fixed. '£he rate of fre-
quency drift Yvas associated with the rate of density variation 
i n the expanding gas front . He also suggested a means by which 
electro- magnetic waves could have been generated in such a fron t. 
This was in terms of an electric doub l e layer that Hlight grow in 
the/ •• •.•• 
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the shoclc f'J."'ont du e to the difference i n mobilities of' electrons 
and ionso 'l'h0 electric field s o set up rni~ht retard the expand-
ing motion of' electrons causing plasma oscillations whi ch would 
lead to t he emission of' r adiation. 
Gyro- the O"!:'Z . 
lm a l terna ti v e s ourc e mechanism t hat was p r opose d was based 
on the ··:o:l kno':m experimental fact that an electron rotating 
about a magnetic line of' force emits radiat ion of' a f reqlilency 
given eH by--,?--:::c2 • 
-'"' !ll 0 
RyJ.e ( 2) ·:!a s the first to consider this posibility. He 
pointed o~t that the mor3 intense radiation associated with the 
p r esence of' lar r~e sunspots wa s usually circularly polarized, and 
that the eense of' rotation wa s different for different spots and 
suggested tl1c t t~1e r otation of' electrons a round a magnetic field 
of t ;,; st.:--. -·0ot :~)layed a part in the product i on or propagation of' 
the :c'adie t~_oi:. 
'l'he I'0sul t s of' :t"t1agneto-ionic t he ory showed that an electro-
magnetic \rave travelling in ~ny dir e c t i on relative to a magne tic 
field · as cp:.i·c into trto characteristically polarized waves (the 
ordinai'Y anC. tlle extra- ordinar y waves ) propaga ted with different 
phase velocities and undergoing different ab sorptions . 
-~''hen. the \'lave travel!.e d ·0arallel to the magnetic field direct-
ion the two \'aves were oppositely circularly polartitzed. r he 
extra-ordinery ~ave ~as that wave whose electric vector rotatt~ 
in the spms direction as the freely gyr ating electrons. Absorp-
tion/ .• • ••• 
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tion occurred v1l1.en accelerated electrons collide with ions, there-
by losing energy abstracted from the incident wave. 
Now the radiating and absorbing po, :·ers of bodies were close-
ly related, hence a heate·d el·e·ctr'on gas would radiate a v:ave 
whose frequency equaled that of the free gyration of electrons 
and whose polarization corresponded to that of the extra- ordinary 
wave . Since a1Jsorption was great, a relatively thin layer was 
suffieient t o l)roduce .a wave rrhose intensity corresponded to the 
r.1ean temperature of the e l ectrons . 
There ~as also the possibility that an electron in gyrat i ng 
freely about the magnetic field of a sunspot generated circularly 
polarized radiation, magnetic fields of 20 to 80 gauss 0e ing need-
ed for the generation of frequencies of 50 to 200 i¥ic/s . 
'I.'he v:A:;?r-Jssion for the refractive i11dex l"' in a plasma in the 
presence of a magne t ic field can be written as 
2 He2 t' = 1- =n;-o-n--,.C--~ ' + '!!H) 
where Ww, the gyro- frequency, = eH 
11 Emc2 
Q 
It \'las assumed that the magnetic field inteasity H decreased with 
height ab ove a sunspot with the result that the value of the gyro-
d th t th . f 2 1 frequency decrease so a e expresslon or ~ was a ways nega-
tive. Thus would o e imaginery in regions above the source of 
gyro ra~iation ~ith the result t hat such a wave, propagated in 
the extra-ordinary mode, could only escape from the sun by being 
propagated as an exceptionally attenuated evanescent wave. This 
would/ •• •••. 
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would per,ni t the transmission of very little energy. 'rhe wave 
could be pro:pa£;ated downwards provided t he refractive index of' 
the plasma level L1 the immediate neighbourhood rras not zero or 
imaginary. This would be the case if' the source of rauiation 
v:as above the r egion •:here x=l. 
Rylo poil'lted out t hat Alfven (17) had shovm t:lat a potential 
difference betw;;en the sun's pole and equator was set up due to 
the existence of differential rotation of surface matter in the 
presence of' the sun~ s permanent magnetic field. He pointed out 
that provided there was a small angle bet~een the magnetic field 
axis and the axis of' rotation 9 potential difference of' 107 V 
could appear ~J e t:;Wcen tv~·o poi11ts on a magnetic line of' force . 
This 9 would lead to the m&intenance of temperatures of the order 
of' 106 to 10801~ and 9 in the neighbourhood of sunspots, 1010 °K due 
to the increased distort i on of the lines of' force relative to the 
axis of rotation. 
'I'his heated gas would emit radiation at those frequencies 
~·hich wer e appreciably absorbed. fhe gr eatest radi ating power 
would occur at the frequency of free gyration of the electrons 
in the magnetic field and thus it was expected that 3ach region 
above a sunspot would emit elliptically polarized radiation whose 
intensity v?ould correspond to the electron temperature at that 
level, ~nd '.'!hose polarization uould correspond to the extra- ordin-
ary wave . 
!<:ruse, ::arshall and Platt ( 18) argued that synchrotron radia-
tion/ •••••• 
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tion was in fact propagated in both the ordinary as well as the 
extra- ordinary r.1odes . The extra-ordinary band still encounter-
ed a stop band e.s mentioned above, but the ordinary mode could 
escape provided it vas produced in a region where Y!!2 <.1 (W the ~v o 
plasma frequency, ·~-! the signal frequency). The polarization 
depenJed ordinarily on Wo but the polarization of s~nchrotron 
w 
radiation de~ended only on the electron velocity and the orien-
tati~n in the magnetic field. 7he polarization was independant 
of th ..... rr.edium rthe:;rcas the 11ropagation depended on the medi um. 
'1'he polarization could therefore be expressed in a linear combi -
nation of polarizations of the two modes for the appropriate 
• r • 1 
values of ~ and ~ , and the synchrotron radiation, in general , 
.7 r.r 
propagated in both modes. 
,., 
.. , 
If ~ ·> 1 both modes we r e strongly ab-
,.~1 . 
sorbed, 0ut for ~~1 the ordinary mode could escape without 
r.r 
travelling through a stop band. 
l lagnetic fiel ds in lar~e sunspots may be as large as 5000 
gauss . In a field of only 50 ghuss the fundamental gyro- freque-
ncy is 150 Ec/s . 
The presence of the second harmonics in harmonic bursts was 
satisfactorily explained if the electron velocities lay betv;een 
the limits 0 •002< ~· <O• 2 where 'S= Y.. and v= velocity of the elec-
, c 
tron and c is the velocity of light. The lower limit was ob-
tained from considerations of th0 t emperatures (104 °K) that were 
thought to exist in the regions above sunspots . 
Thi s mechanism has also been successfully used to explain 
certain/ • •• ••• 
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certain non-thermal galactic radio emissions. 
Twiss anU. r..ober t s (19) published a paper in which they dis-
cussed the results obtained by Kruse et al . The latter , in 
explaining that non-thermal radiation was synchrotron in origin, 
claimed that tho radiation could be emitted in both modes so that 
previuus objections to this theory were overruled. '1\viss and 
Roberts pointeQ out that the estimates made by KrusP et al were. 
based on the hypothesis that an electron gyrating in a plasma 
radiated in the same manner as an electron gyrating in free space. 
These assumptions wero thought to be invalid and they discussed 
the propagation in the plasma in detail. 'rhey concluded that 
the phenomena observeQ with type II and III events could not be 
explained in terms of the gypo-theory, cut that radiation of type 
I r11i;:£h t be . As will be point(;cJ.. out in the next chapter, this 
theory can in fact not account for the observed effects of type 
I bursts eithLr. 
C. Cerenkov radiation. 
Another different cpproach has been tri ed by I•.iarshall (20.) 
who proposed t~at Ceren~~ov radiation might account for the obser-
ved rt:tdiations . 
He suggested t"i1at jets of e lectrons were created in sunspots 
and directed at arbitrary angles to the assoc iated fields. If 
the electron jets had such a Qirection that the electrons spiral-
led up out of a Slli1.spot, the frequency of emission would decrease, 
corresponding to decreasing magnetic field and decreasing plasma 
density/ •• •• •• 
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density. The radiation would be of short duration because the 
high speed electrons soon reached distances at which the magnetic 
field was too low to allow emission of Cerenkov radiation. 
If the electrons moved at right angles to the magnetic field 
they would renlliin circling in this high magnetic field and would 
emit high- frequency radiation for a considerable time. The var-
iation of emission frequency then depended on the variations of 
electron density and the magnetic fields associated with a parti-
cular spot. Electron jets could follow the lines of force up 
out of a spot causing a steady decrease in the frequency of the 
emitted radiation and at the top of the line of force 1 the axis 
of the helix would be parallel to the sun 9 with the result that 
t4e ~requency of radiation would remain constant for some time. 
As the electrons spiralled down the other side they would not 
b~oadcast in the direction of earth as Cerenkov radiation was 
. 
emitted mainly in the forward direction. 
Marshall showed that there were two limits to the frequenc-
ies of emission, one corresponding to the gyro- frequency WH and 
the other to the plasma frequency W0 • He found that over large 
regions W was approximately equal to WH but did not believe that 
0 - 2 
the frequency doubling observed by Wild et al was related to this-
Radia tion at two or mor'e frequencies could be attributed to dif-
ferent electron jets spiralling up out of the spot. The predic-
ted intensity of the received radiation was in good agreement 
with observations. 
SunJITlary / •• • • • • 
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Summary. 
It is generally felt that the gyro- theory cannot adequately 
explain the non- thermal radiation from the sun and the plasma 
oscillation theories are still being developed, more attention 
being paid to th~ possible coupling that can occur between the 
various modes of propagation in an anistropic plasma. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
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CHAPTE...l-t III 
TH2 P OLARI ZATION 0~~ SOL&-q R.n.DIO NOI SE 
In the previous chapter several theories as to the possible 
origin of solar radio noise were outlined. 
aspect had not be considered. 
The polarization 
A knowledge of the polarization c haract eristics of the 
various types of bursts wou l d enable one to understand roore 
fully the source mechanisms that might be opert:tt ive and it mi ght 
a l so be possible to obtain a better understanding of the sizes 
of the magnet ic fields that are known t o be present in the 
region of sunspots . 
This chapter has been divided i nto the follo·wing s ections. 
(A) Specification of polarization, outlin~nr . the 
description of polarization in terms of 4 simple parameters~ 
(B) The Faraday ~ffect, being a discussion of the influence 
of a magne to-ioni c medi um on a polarized radio wave . 
(C) The Polarization of So l a r Radio Emiss i on , be i ng a shor t 
review of the results of other workers in this field. 
(D) Polarization L~ec~1anisms . The possi~le mechanisms 
producing polarization a r e discussed. 
(:;) The Measurement of Po l ar ization. A short discription 
of t he principles of radio polarimetry, as an introduction to 
chapter IV, is g iven . 
A. Specification of Po l ar ization 
The wav e theory of electro- magnetic r adi ation leads to the 
conc ept of e l ectrical and co-existing magnetic d isturbances 
being •••• •• / 
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being prop·: gated with a velocity ilc", these vibrations 
(distur bances) being tr~nsverse to the direction of pr~,~gation 
in free space and mutually at right angles. 
Unpolar ized radiation consists of ~aves i n whi ch the 
vibrations are t r unsverse ~ ith no preferent i al direction of 
vibration . If one can picture the source as being e l ectr ons 
i n mot ion~ then one must pictu r e compl ete l y random motion of 
these electrons i n the case of unpolarized radia tion. Ho,;ever, 
under various c ircumstances, these mot ions can become more 
orde red with the result tbat the d i rection and c harc.tcteristics 
of the electro-magnetic vibrations are more r estricted. 
I n p l ane po l arized radi at i on (i.e. linearly pol &rized) 
the motions of the electric and magn~tic vectors a r e in straight 
lines . 
Sometimes the vibrations are i n elliptical or circular 
paths due to the rectangular composition of vibrations of equ~ l 
periods ~ith appropria te phase di f f erences. such wav es are 
said to be elliptically or circularly polari zed. 
It shoul d be noted tha t a s i ngle p l ane wave is al~ays 
11 polarized11 , having constcmt orientation of its electric and 
magnetic f i e ld vectors . Any wave ca n then be thought of as 
consisting of ..... combination of p l ane ;mves of different 
magnitudes, phases and direct ions of propaga t ion. An unpol-
arizod wav e then is a combination of a numbe r of plane \laves 
in t he s ame direction,) but of arbitrary magnitudes, phas es and 
orientation of field vectors, whereas elliptically po l ar ized 
radiation •••.••• ; 
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radiation could be thought to consist of t wo uniform nlane 
-- ~ 
waves of different phases, magnitudes and or i entations of field 
vec tors . 
To describe the radiation fi eld fully Y/e ne.ed to specify 
4 parameters; the intensity I, the degree of polarization m (=i~) 
(where Ie is the intensity of the polarized part and I the total 
intensit y) , plane of po l ur ization or orientation, and the 
e llipticity or axiul ratio r. 
In the general case of a partly polarized ~ave being 
received from the sun the radiation will have a noise spctrum 
which can be defined as a purely random time r~te of var i ation 
of intens i ty . The pol arized part ··.rill have a noise spectrum 
and -,,ill have coherence bet·,;een components u t right angles, 
whereas the components at r i ght angles in the case of the 
unpol~rized part are independent. For elliptically polarized 
rc:tdia tion the electric vector ·a ill continually sweep out an 
ellipse whose size nill v~ry according to the noise spectrum 
but '.!hose orienta tion, axial ratio and sense of rotation r1ill 
remain constant . 
A convenient way of representing the state of polarization 
of any wave is the use of Poincare's sphere . 
The •••••• / 
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The shape of the ellipse, ~ , locus of the extremity of 
the electric vector, can be specified by the axial ratio 
minor axis 
r = major axis 
To indicate the sense of rotation a t the same time this ratio 
can be given a+ or - sign ( + iridicates right handed.) 
rurther the ellipticity angle ~ is defined as 
( - 45°<_::- B<45°) 
" -1 P= tnn r. 
·rhe orientation angle .X. is the angle betrJeen the x axis and the 
major axis and is al·.~ays positive and less than 180° • These 
two an~les completely specify the stat e of pol~rizdtion for a 
cor.1plete ly polarized vmve . 
Poincare's represen to. t ion consists of tnki.ng 2Yand 2 f3. as 
longitude and latitude of a point on a sphere. :8a ch point then 
represents a particular state of polarization. It c<J.n be seen 
that on the nequutor;1 points are eq.uivalent to linear polariza-
tions , the points at the ;1p oles11 circu l a r, and points on the 
rest of the surf~ce represent elliptical pola rization. 
It can be shown ( l) that if the polarization ratio P ·- _ 
can be ilritten as tanY ej;-·; then 
Cos 2Y = Cos 2.;;' Cos 2 ) p = 
Tan ¢ = Tan 2.,.::!' Cosec 2,¥ 
These are well known formula of spherica l trigonometry showing 
that the difference in phase ¢ between the vertical and horizon-
tal components of the field is the angle Ii on tl1e sphere, n hile 
the amplitude ratio Ta n 'f is determined by the distance H1I:2Y 
This • • •••• / 
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This notation is useful in the case of waves travell i ng through 
an an isotropic medium, since points such a s C a re obtained by 
stereographic projection of the complex pl~ne of P onto the 
sphere and i n transversinci such a medium one need only perform 
the correct type of transformation , enabling the ne~ state of 
polctriznt i on to be determined , 
It is rather difficult to derive symmetrir,al formula 
containing the 4 parameters previously ment ioned , i.e. an 
intensity, r a tio, angle and e1 pure number, so it i s convenient 
to intr>oduce 4 parameters r elating the above ..1 nd \lh icl1. can in 
turn be related to antenna measurements. ThesE.- ne·.1 par ameters 
are named aft er their or>i[1inator, stokes, and ur e herE:: derived. 
Stokes Parameters ( 2 ) 
If we consider an ~lliptically polurized beam c[1en , in the 
p lane transverse to the direct ion of propagation , the vibrations 
of th.e e lectric c.nd m-..gnet i c vectors are such that the ratio of 
the amplitudes and the difference i n phase of the components in 
any tno direct i ons at right a ngles are constu nt . 
X 
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The radiation can then be r esolved into tDo components ut right 
angles to one another (x and y axes say) which are given by 
X - X Sin(wt - ~~ x) 
-
••••.•.• 0.:) 
y y :3in ( wt ~ ' ) 
= 
- ,___.y 
where the ra tio of amplitudes X,Y and the difference in phases 
.•:·_X and .(Y are constnnt . Note that for right hand polarizut i on 
t he elect ric vector rotates in a clockwise direction when 
v i eved along the direction of propagation. (z axis) . 
If these axes coincide 'lith the major and minor :J.xis of the 
e l lipse, the components become 
x' = A Cos p Sin 1.'/t 
• •• • • • •• ( 2) 
y ' 
= 
:1. Sin p Cos wt 
i . e . the components CJ.re in time, as ~".'ell as in space, quadrature . 
1.:re h&ve also : 
the amplitude of the x ' component : A Cos f : of x component = 
II it II y' 
••• if intensity of beam ... I 
then I = A2 ::;; x2 + Y2 
tl 
i?, - 1 The ax i al ratio is defined by r = tan r 
y II = y 
•••••••• ( 3) 
•••••••• ( 4) 
If r i s posi tive, f3 lies i n the first quadrant; Sin p and Cos j? 
are both ~ve, and hence, by (2), y' l eads on x ' by ~2 and the 
ellipse is traced out ant i-clock~ise and the r adiation is left-
hc;.nded. 
Since (1) and (2) represent the same vibration (2) can be 
transformed into (1) by rotation of the axes through anglet . 
counterclockwise • ••• / 
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counterclockwise . 
If Pis the point (x 1 y ) and (x' 1 Y1 ) we have 1 
x=x' Cos X - y' Sin·X 
Y=X'S i n X-- y'Cos X 
and the n from (2) 
x: ACos ~ C os"X- Sinwt - A3 i n f Si nX. Coswt 
Y=ACos~- Sin)(: 3in\J; - ASi n {1cosX Cos ·~t 
but :Crotil ( 1) 
:x ::: X Co::, C. -.I' ~- :~ . • J X' <: r- (,- · 
- • • ....., '- ~ · Y... ~ Y- () ; '-•- 1-
. "" / - .. t j,. - ' 'c ··.; (::- '":::> j \ \. "'- - -
and s ince these wust hold for all 't ' pe can say 
x. c .. _. c ~( = n (., F- r,_ .• X 
X <.., ,- • ·, C..: -:> S , . n ~- cl y (0 -;, ~- , ::: '~ ('-"~ J3 s , --- X ..J 
• ~ ' ~ •( -"- I-, • \ -, f5 \ ~ ... \ 
• 
• • 
and 
• 
• • 
r c l ·  r-· x:. 
ct ...... c .,_. = o - F r,_ .... • , I;_~ " ~ J -=- _ I u. ..... ~ c c. t ~-( 
x; n (r· =- ";- r(:;' x. ....-s,.., ·;~ s,..., 2.. x) 'I;,._ 
'-J - Y\ ( / I . ' ' ~- ~ V I r t ""< ' ) ) '/ I - 1"1 ·- lc _, j-: ,:)'- ._, - ·~ -,- ~)\...., r (c_,_ -y -'-
Th e intensities I and I co.n no •,, be rewritten as X y 
=r x -= x ;:: : i ::..) ;> ( r , r ( (.:-:> . - x -r s , "' ") P s ..... ' x ) 
I - 'Y '\ ::. tl ) ( ( :> 7. p S,' i X + 5, ' "') ,-:- ( ::> LX ) 
) 
vJhich simplifi es to give 
/ ;) 
- - - tr-; 
I = Ix - IY = x2 as is to be expected. .. -l7 ) 
. 1. r,-- )K( 1. , I ) c· ~rt ~ s _, ):1 Similarly Ix- Iy = H t_ l ' . t" I,~, ){ - _,, ,__ Y - .::., ..... -' ( (:-o. )(- _ . ·~ )< )j 
' , (r ? '> ( , , I - ., \ 
= h r •; p .. .J... ;:)•_{, '-' ./'( - S \ .... I . . X) 
\~-e cn ll this quant i ty Q 
Q ~ L ~< - I j _ T r ~ r;J J, p (-·--:. )_ X _ _ _ (~)) 
These t wo qu antities I and 1 are the first two of the stokes 
pa r ameters • ••••• ; 
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parameters and hJve been derived by simple manipulation of the 
two basic equations. 
~urther by rrrul tiplying the eg_ua tions ( 5) together r1e get , 
X '/ ( (- ( r H- ' ( - < :> <"" X r v ·-0'7 ( ><- r_ • t;..;- -.:. · (:-,. j-> :>,_ ·- c ~ , '-
'/ ,.- { - ' " ~ <: 7 . <., v ( . ' _X' ::::.,-... tj ,..')~. .. £.,.::- n __;, . ___ F- _,. ,, ~ --- ~ f 
_) 
adding 
Call this U. 
i. e . U = ,.1.. X y (cr;, ( £:.. x -E.~ ) -::: .L G:-, :.:<. p S, ~ 2. X 
-=(2: .- T)) t--."' -)_x ••••••• ( 9) 
Finally, 
XY f :(_ ( ' :;, t '1 . ( c < I ,., ~ l X I ; :;., ' · \--' . C!..· 1-· ._:::>, 
../ 
- 1 - ~,---,( lv-
- ! ) ':>-~ \- lc.':- r- (• -, ·" 
subtrC:tcting 
I 'X ' ! s I/ - { \ .. ,.) ,_ c ~-- ( "" (c 1. f t: x) 
"' v_ ~ >< "J ) -=- .J. h --"-- 1~ ·!•·· )s ->-... X t- tc ... -
and calling this V, 
v = -·.X. y s, ~- (! >-( - ~ ':\) -:: 2. L s \ v F' ( :. !3 
••.•••• ( 10) 
::: g-~, -T .. :\) tc,. J. f.:. :S""<. ::.. X 
These 4 parameters I,~,u and V are the Stokes paraQeters 
a nd compl~tely specify the ~ave . They apply to partly polarized 
naves and only difference being that I = I -I and I repluces e u e 
I in equat ion above . The ~uantities m, r and X are given by 
- - ( G' -1 - u ). + ,; l ) 'I-.... 
1'~ 1 - - ( l l) T- • • •••••• 
-~ '-"' )_ f:> \I •••••••• ( 12) 
·~-'"' --::...x_- ~ ~ - Q If •••••••• I 
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If we no·,, concern ourselves only r1i th phase differences 
we ca n rewrite (1), neglecting the constant phase terms, thus; 
t 'I / . j ! ' :;:,.. -- >( :, '· v lA.) J -:: ':> \.,V\ {.-'-• \ - ~ J 
If now ~e introduce ~ constant phase retardation E into the y 
com.J?onent we get 
~ :: xSI "' vv1 
and resolving the resultant vibration in the direction making 
an angle )y \ Ji th the x axis, ·,;e get, 
I . 
:J y' s · l_ ,.- ·· ; '! C, 1 .._ < _ (. ) c:. , \1(' t n,1 e, .. ) ~ /" t "'" \.· .. .. \ c · '··· t -:>\.\1\!_v. )' ........ .. ~-: ·" ~.-I..... f 
·- '1x ( 1u · 'I( \'( · · ·· -~ c t , c I\ ·\c. 
_ _:._ • <>-:> 4 . ;· . ·< •. • • r (: ) '::; : ..., I~; , - :"'- -· - j . ...>,"' I( i (- • - , '- 't (,_ . .. · t-
••••••• ( 14) 
1''lE re ·? ( __ .0 :X. :- X r;_::, If/ +- Y ( v::. l\ t (: ) <;;,' '- ·'i· 
i7 '-.., - J ,, ( ' . ' ) / 
- 1.~- .;>\,. -:-. I ~4't'Jo.{_ S, 1 (;_ '::- '-" \.p 
. o' . 'r, 1.. . ( , 
l<'-'.' : :1.. , .. Y -r'/ - (t.o'- ::- 1- E:-)S,,. tt) 4 .2xy r~...,l.';,i-() S~..~ 'f' {;_~ '-r 
i- 'j 7 <;,•"' ~ 't c=-) '; t.'-. L \f! 
-:: X l (c} "+' ...,... / 2 :-.. • '-, ~ 'Y -'1 .i..X y c ... \C l c)~ ... -- \p lt. )/ • ( lr;) 
· - \' , ... 1- • • • • • .. • v 
• 
8 • The mor.1entary intensity in tho "y direction is equc:tl to p 2 • 
For arbitrarily polurized light~, X Qnd Yare variable 
quantities ~nd hence the mean intensity in the ·~direction is 
'Tly_.ec):: x' C-1 '1' t- Y' ':>-~t"-/J +{2xY7:~~ (.,E- -- ;:xys:=-1 
)'<.. s I'- "'I (c,, tfJ 
In the x direction ~y =o; in the y direction\.;'-
.. I - ..... .. 7, 
.. -x . /'-. 
and if '. Je put ) . ·r ( LL :: - 'f.. 'I • :, ~, 
f'ror:1 (9) And (10) 
·,:e • • ...... • ./ 
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'. Je get : - _ 1 
"l('t;,-.:F'' .!:- ,( (J') y· -r T.i '),., l."r + 'f:_ ~LCc-: e- - VS,, f ) S~..., ;;_ 'Y 
::. ){ L{ 1 )( ~-ell.,. 't' +-1 ,, <;, .., 2'1) +-( L:J (c-7 l 'r ;- I ':J ; <'- 'iv) 
/-;- ( I "' - ( . ) {L (. > - c ~ ~ .. ) 
-f- \_!.. )( '0 '=' f - l . >( _:::,,.,. .< 'f' - J r:-, \(·' - l J -=>v~ 'f/ 
-t- ~~ ( U Cc ~ f - V S, '-· (-) S,,_ '2 .. \..J; 
- 1.\t.L., , t- T:_J t·~. -I.j){C..,' 'I;- S,__ '·,vj.-(__'ur .>(_ J 5 . ._ E-) .:.~ ;Yl 
k .-
'v/h8I'e 
::. 
1/, L_-r ~ Q(c-~,"L'r t· \_! .d~~ c:- ... vs,..,_r: )5~-"· )__ -~.~ ·~·-(16) 
r+> .. T~ - ..L ..., ·~·~···· · (17) 
y -;:- . ').., 'I ~~ '" ~ 
If , .. G h<.::. d chosen two a xes at 45° to the x and y axes used ubove 
the equat.ions ( 17) \,ould hnve become 
j_ ·- T > +-I t 
? . ~ - \ ro~ ~ t c -
-
••••••••• ( 18) 
l ... T.~ --T:; 
\ I 
1 
-- ----
c,- r \, 
• .... \ ':::> '· '· -· ~ 
c 
-.vhet e ··1e call thd axes the s and t axes. 0+ ~ phrtse difference 
If -:e r.:eu. sure circular polari za tions i n t wo direct ions, 
Le, R. IL and L .I-:i. J Ir and I 1 
-J_ --=-- L ~:: -\- T ,. 
Q -----c-:. ) . I·.L c' !>'( 
i _._ - ). G -:· -s~ ~ ~ " 
... .. ...... (19) 
'V -- .i.e ·-· .L "' 
~h~ intensities I a r e all directly measurable~ being 
n 
propo~tional to the powers in the appropriate a nt ennas . 
~he meucureme~t techniques will be d i scussed in deta il in 
th e ••..•• / 
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the next section and it is suffi c i ent to point out bri efly that 
the stokus parameters~n be obtaindd by measuring either with 
8erials polcir i zed in the x , y , s and t axes or J co~bination of 
t no of these together with circul~rly pola r ized aeria l s . Another 
altePnative is to ;neasure ·,Jith one set of aer i uls and p l ace 
vur yinG phase delays into the lead from one of them (e . g . the y 
oriented aerial)~ Cohen (3) hns shown that the products XY ape 
proportion&l to the amplitudes of the cross- correlution function 
of the stanals i n oppositely polarized aerinls . He def ined a 
ne~ puramct~r 0 as the mensure of coherence betDeen the riJht 
! 
~nd l eft circul urly polarized components . The cross- correln-
tion function betueen these two \:US wri tten as Y - y ( ._ f r;here 
,'''\.... l 'i:as the phc.se differ ence plus any differenti<.: l time lu.g. 
The f <:< ctor l-1 , the ~mplitude of the cross- correlation function 
J 
turned out to be related to the Faraday di spersion angle . 
He also defined a second n~ 1 pr rameter, a , the rutio of 
the intensities of the t \w circular components . Then , for 
quaci- lcn3i tudinol propaga tion, 'a ' was a measure of the 
difference in opticJl depths of t he t·."Jo magneto - ionic modes . 
In ~erms of (I,m , r~X), !) and a ) are given by 
0 -
I 
I 
II"· (c.-, ) }3. 
I ] s 
~--\ -;: -+- ''"""" 
S,,., l )~ .... . .. c ~o) 
I 4 ' } 1 s . " ). F 
B • •••••• I 
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B. The Pdr aday :Cffect on Polc:lrized :rtadit:ttion 
As has been mentioned in a previous chapter, bursts of 
sol~r rodio noise have been thought to be circularly poldr i zed or 
to be a mixture of a circularly po l ar i zed component and a random-
ly polarized component and often appeared en tirely unpolarized. 
HO\-Jever Ha tanaka ( 4 ) has found thut some buPsts arc 
lin0a ply po l arized and that the state of polarization seems to 
shou some dependence on the position of the source on the sun's 
disc. He found that the ellipticity uas correlated with the 
position of the source of th e disc, the degree of polarization 
\/as less correlated VJith the pos ition of the source on the disc 
-~ :-y: orient:> tion o.~..-. t'.-1.-; Gl11· p · · .- d ··t 1 
_, . · - - ~L npp . [: r c · · o r- 1o· · 
If LJ. beam of electromagnetic radiation is incident on an 
anisotPopic plasma, i . e . a ~tedium consisting of electrons and 
positive ions under the influence of an magnetic f i e ld, it is 
found th-1 t the 1;;av e is propagu ted as t \ JO waves, known as the 
chapa cteristic ~aves or characteristic modes of propagation? 
each with thei r o~n phase velocities. These two rays, kno~n 
us the ordinar y and extraordinary r ays , experience different 
effects in such a medium. Due to their different phase 
ve l ocities the refractive inde x of the Qedi um appears different 
to the two r&ys and their phases alter rela tive to one another 
as they travel through the medium. It is further found that 
when these two modes aru propElgated throug h such a medium they 
a re ••• •• • / 
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~re e-ch elli~ticully pol~rized with opposite senses of rotation . 
If one ray suffers a phuse chunge of any sort und, on 
lenv inr; the medium, recombines with the other :node, the result-
ant will differ from the ori3inal incident ray. Provided the 
applied magnetic field is not transverse to the direction of 
propa1~tion it is found th~t the orientat ion of the ~llipse is 
not the sn~e cs for the incident ray . 
It is found that for low frequencies, of the order of 
tens of .l:Ic/s, tr1e ellipt i city oay also a lter . 
3ursts of sol~r radio noise, in their passage from the 
soutce on the sun's surface to the recording r adiometer, have 
to pass through t1o such r egions of anisotropic plasma; the 
sola r coronc:.: ·;:ith mugnet ic fields either due to sunspots or the 
nort,l<-:1 dirole field of the sun, <:1nd the earths ionosphere, (in 
the -presence of tl1e eu.rt l1' s ;!l<:.tgnet ic field) . 
~irstly the effect of the earth's ionosphere on an 
elliptice::..lly poh .. rize;d ···ave from the sun \:ill be considered in 
detail. 
If ~e consider an incident nllipticully pola rized beam of 
r adi ation ·,,hose orientation is f--' and i f the orient2.tion on 
emergence is }· ·'.-¢ then the angle )25 is kno··;n as tl1e rot&tion of 
the tllipse, at the particul~r frequ ency concerned. A receiver 
hc.,s 9 ho·,Jever, a fini t6 band·;Jidth and bot i1 aat a naka( .:;. ) and Cohen 
(5) have sho1.·m that the wnount of rototion is proportional to 
the inverse square of' the frequency Emd thnt even for t •.to closely 
spaced fr equencies the difference in rotation can be considerable. 
T,he!, • • • • / 
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The effect of a finit e band·:Ji dth is no \/ b ri efly e xamined. 
If ·:e have initic.::. lly a wo.v u pola riz ed as sho·.m in th e 
fi gtu'e a bel a··, and i f v1e u s sur.1e tha.t the spectrum i s u niform 
\J i th fre quency over the band\Ji dth under consi derct tion 9 ·.: hicll 9 
fo r solur r<:..dio bursts~ is an en tircly re<:< son able .J.ssumpt ion .9 
then c.f ter tra v ersin?; the medi um the ellipses at each frequency 
ov e:.., the band·. 'idth ,,ould e xperi ence a different degree of 
rot c• tion, and the emergent beam. would u.ppea r as sho·.-·n in 
figure b 
t, ) \.b 
The ellipses ha v e rotuted by Qifferent amounts for differ ent 
frec_:.uencie s bet·,een f 1 c.:n d f 2 , the limits of the pa. ss bn nd of 
t be Pcce i ver . The:, c..ns l e&i n fi gure b i s kno'm as t he d i spe rsion 
angle . If this ancle is suff i cientzy l a rge the resultant 
0 
ellipses "1a y have a ll possible orient e. tions spread over 360 • 
The result of thi s i s th&t tho rece iver, whi ch sees only the 
tot~l of the r a diation sprc3d over this frequ ency range , inter-
prets the radi~t ion a s b e i ng unpolurized. :_ similar depolariz-
ing effe ct may occur for an initially linearly pola rized wave . 
Prom the e xpression 
v1e mJ.y obtai..-j a measure of the c. n gul8r dispePsion from 
If 
d \ - ?. (.. . ~ r;, 
- ·-
• ' ,_ 
c 
~ . ,_. I ::- -· _ .. <::-
(-
--- -i, :~ - ( )-
the n . \ ¢· _ 
¢ · 
becomes :....:.' 
-/ ..
'-1..,1 
I· 
.... -, 
,_ ~ 
/ _ {-
r..:-
i:her e •••••• / 
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Phere 9 is the d ispersion angle corresponding to the frequency 
band limi ted by i-1 .-;- ~-:. 
The ilctu&l expression for ¢ has been used by llurray and 
Harc;re<-tves (6) t o explain tbe f adinG of moon echoes a. nd i s 
derived by both Cohen and Hatanaka . 
ct = 2 .36 X 10- 4 f - 2 r: B 
! L 
The exact expression is 
dz 
where C: is in r'J(:i a ns 
f is in megacyc l es per second 
n = no of e lectrons per cc 
~= lonc itudinal component of ma0ne tic f l ux (Gauss) 
z is i n ~ilometres . 
Thi s i s the rotation over a d i stance z, in the medium. 
As the ionosphere acts us n medium that can cause such a 
rota tion for ~olerized r~dio Daves froill the sun it ~auld be 
useful to kno·,; the tota l effect th£it the i onosphere in fact 
has , so th&t an idea can be formed as to the state of the wave 
as it entered this dispersive medium , assuming that ne ·Jill 
then have i ndi rect informat ion ubout the orientution of the 
pl~ne of polarization of the nave as i t left the sola r c orona. 
This presuppos~s thut there does not exist another , possibly un-
kno·.-m , region of plasma i n the sun- earth 1 space which is at the 
same time under the influence of ~n appreciuble magneti c field. 
This point will be discussed further later. 
rro obtain a measure of the rotat ion and dispersion i n the 
ionosphe1 ... e it Ji ll be necessary to huve informa tion a bout the 
total electron content c.s ·.;ell as the strength of t t1e earth 1 s 
magnetic •••••• / 
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m8gnetic fi eld in tho ionosphere. The l atte r is relatively 
constant over the region under consideration , i t being of the 
order of 0 . 5 gauss . 
KnOviledge of the electron clens i ties existing up to level of 
the f 2 maximum region has been nvailDblc from interpretations, 
by many norkers, of the records from conventional ionosphere 
sounding equipment . Information about the densities o.t heights 
greDter thcln the maximum thut echo sounclin&: c..pp~ratus could 
observe ~ have been based on conj~cture . The major breakthrough 
occured ~hen sever~l ~orkers succeeded i n obt~ining radio echoes 
from the moon. They ~ere able to determine the total electron 
content of the ionosphere by :nec.tsurin[: the Gmount of rotation 
of their echo signal. These workers discover~d that the 
intensity of the echo observed on a plane polur ized aerial 
shoPed a slov· cyclic variation ·.1hich they riG11tly attributed to 
the change in the orientution of the received si~nal due to a 
change in the electron density in the ionosphere. ·rhei r 
original experiments only gave a measure of the varidtion of 
electron density, but by performing the experiment on t'./O closeJy 
spaced frequencies simultaneously the actual electron content 
coulcl be calculated. 
ror suppose that _:L,L and _2;; denote the phase angles at the 
lo;! and h i Gh frequencies respectively. 
Then for a minimum on the lo~·, er frequency 
.--··. -.. /? ") ,... l)' 'IT 
--- :__ l_ v··. -:. tJ ; I l 
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Tf the t~. 1o frequencies are 
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By t his method the rotat ion could only be calculated to 1 2 a 
rota tion in 4 . 
;.~no ther me thod \las to use the si.::;nals received from 
artificial earth satellites(~) . The received signals from a 
satellitesho~· several fading patterns Cbused either by the 
spinnin3 of the satellites or the ~araday effect in the iono-
sphere. By observing on two mutually perpendicular aeri~ls 
the effect of satelli te spin could be eliminated and further, 
by observin~ on two discrete frequencies, values for total 
electron content have been calculated from the amount of Faraday 
rotation observed. Typical values of electron content have 
been found to be of the order of 2xlo13 electrons durin~ the 
day. ( 8) Assuming a field strength of 0. 5 gauss over the ~ hole 
path , -.-Je may derive a vc.tlue for ¢ and G 
E2 
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:~lthough the depo l arizi ng effect due to dispers ion c8.n be 
seen to be negliGible ( 5 . 2~10-4 r adi ans) the orientation of the 
plane of polariz8 tion . ill have been cihdnged by several radians . 
In comp~rison with the a mount of rotQtion due to propagation 
throuJ h the solar corona (103 - 104 radians) this too i s 
neJ li6i ble so it appears tba t an accur& te kno··1led3e of the 
electron content of the e~rth's ionosphere is not as essential 
as it -,·,a s in the case of luna r radio echo experiments . 
Althouc h the effect in the earth~s ionosphere is ne3li3ible 
compared to the corona, the depolJ rizing effect of even small 
receiver ban~-idths is considerable and Cohen (B) has outlined 
met ~1ods ·.:hereby i t is possible to obtain an indication of the 
orient~tion of the ~lane of -polarization and the axia l ratio 
at t j,e source . This can be done by measuring, e i ther at two 
fre~uencies, or --,it h t ·;;o b<:.<ndwidths at the same frequency . 
If ':Je let the 3tokes pare:tmeters for radiation bet·.;een the 
{regu3ncies f and f *df be Idf, ~df, Udf and Vdf . The para-
meters f or th~ total re:tdi2tion received by the receiver from 
f 1 to f 2 , t he limits of its band, are given by integrating Idf 
etc. 1rom f 1 to f 2 • f ). 
I = (L d ( etc. 
J: 
·,;e then have express ions of the form 8df: I Cos2 ·y- Cos2 f0 df 
Udf = I -3in2 Y Cos2 P<j df c.nd Vdf = I Sin2 P,Jdf ~-. here the suffix 
o refers to condi tions at the origin . 
Also · H cp • I -r - ¥,_, = -(- ;_ -
therefore df = -
~valuating •••••• / 
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Bva luc:.:ting I, -~. , U and V get 
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Thes e are the v::.tlu es for degree of polar i zat ion , ellipticity ac:r1 
tilt an::rle as deasured by tl1e antenna . 
Cohen g3.ve curves ths.t allO\Jed calcul a tion of the values of 
t hese pt.. r ameters at the source from a knon ledge of the values p 
\1/ and f e when measured u i th t no bandv1idths a t the same centra l 
frequency . As will be described i n the l ater chapter on 
apparatus, f acility ,,Jas ;no.de f or mec:.surement \,ith at t wo 
band-'!i dth values so th&t Cohen's curves could be usefull y employed. 
His first sE:t of curves requi red a kno·;·ledge of 8 but by 
measurement at two band~idths Q could be found independ~ntJy 
c .. . . . . ; 
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C. ·-.olari zation of 3olar Radio L:mi osion 
?ayne- Jcott and Little . (9) 
These \?Orkers clai med to have not iced a re1<.:1 t ion bet He en 
the hemisphere in ',Jhich u spot group occurred and the poL..1ri ty 
of the radiation . At first s i ght such a result might not 
have been entirely unexpected because there are known to exist 
various G~gneti c f i elds near the spots and the difference in 
pol~rities bet~een spots i n the t~o hemi spheres has already been 
po i nteu. out . Ho·11ever , t·;m spots in the same group mi ght have 
opposite po l uri ties and one ··:ould then expect the radiat i on to 
exhibi t polarization depending on the nature of the assoc i ated 
spo~~ . It does not then seem reasonable to make any generali-
zation about the relat ion bet'.leen polarization and position of 
a s pot eroup in either hemi sphere . Tievertheless,if a radio 
sou~ce can be fixed near any one spot in a group some useful 
conclusions mi.:;ht be dra,::n . Thi s Payne- 3cott and Little 
succeeded in do i ng . They po i nted out that it mi3ht have been 
expected that if a noise storm ;1as associated 'Nith a leeidi ng 
spot in the northern hemi sphere or a fo llo·" i n.:; spot i n the 
southern hemi sphere, their polar i zat i ons might have been 
expected to sho·.1 the same sense of polarize. t i on dur i ng any 
sunspot cycle·. 
This rule ~as follo~ed by 75 per cent of the observed 
events, but this conclusior. ·,:as based on 29 events and it does 
not seem to establ i sh anyth i ne really conclus i ve . Of these 
29 noi se storms , 16 shoned right- hand po l ari zat i on ~hile 
occuring • • •• •• / 
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occurin.?; in the northern hemisphere and only l shm1ed left-
hand po l arizat ion. Of the events located in the southern 
hemisphere ~._ $ho_ cc: ri c:lt- h.:ncll d · r.._.:: 7 sho•:Td_ l c ft- hr-:1 eke!_ 
~)o lr ri z : tions . 
An<;>ther phenomenon noticed by these ·.:ork3rs ··1a s thut 
several storms sho ~ 'ed :nixtures of right and left- hunded 
poluriz~t ions. This phenomenon has since been observed by 
other \:orkers and has been expl ained in terms of the simultan-
eous occurence of t·,.'o or more storms . 
In a separate paper deal ing with outbursts ~C) they 
described the polariz~tion as being random during the early 
sta~es and often a second increase occurs · ;i th elliptical, 
usually circul&r, polarization . They have observed two cases 
of line~r polarization in the later sta0e of an outburst. 
They concluded that right- handed polar i zat i on or i ginated 
in a region above a south magnet ic pole and left- handed above 
a north pole , \:;hile linear polarization appeared to ori ginate 
above the central region of a bipolar group. Their results 
\/ere based on only 6 outbursts, 5 of ~hich were associated with 
flares. 
Christiansen et a l . (li) 
In their paper they described two very lar3e solhr 
disturba nces (type not specified). The interesting f act tha t 
emerged from their ana lysis of the polarizat i on of these events 
is that at low frequencies (98 Mc/s) the polarization changed 
during •••••• / 
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dur:;.ng the event . 
During the disturbance on Feb. 17, 1950 the polarizat ion 
varied L .'om random through right- hand c ircular ( 40~ ·; ) to l eft-
hbr-l circu l a r (60~) . For the disturbance on ~eb . 21- 22 the 
poh~riza~ ion varied from right- hand circul;1r ( 100~ :) tl1rough 
randorn ; l' i ght- hand ( 100~1.), left- hand ( 601~) elliptical; linea r 
i n the direction of t~e axis of the spot group to left- hand 
circular ( 100; ~ ) . :~t the higher f r equencies, ho·.·ever, ( 200 
Lc/s, 60'J :~c/s, 3000 }.c/s ) the s ense of polar i zat ion remained 
the same throuchout the events . Thrm1ghout the event en 
600 i=c/s on the 17t h a nd on all three of the hi gher freq_uenc i e s 
for the ev.::.mt on the 2 l - 22nd t he polar i zat i on was right- handed 
varyi nJ from ~~ to 40%. ~lares and radio f adeouts were 
obser~ed a t the time of both events . 
Cov~n~tor. .. ( ],.~ ... ) 
I:;:; r'erformed measurements on a ·.:ave l ength of 10 . 7 em a nd 
was able ~o me~sure r i ght- or left- ha nd c i rcular po l ar izat i ons . 
Bet·.1een :.:ay and ;\.u3ust 1950 , 9 bursts for ',!hich the in tensities 
of t he t'.JO components coulu. be c learly r ecogniseu , '.'Jere 
rec:.,rded dur i ng 625 hours of observations. 
( l) 1:1 4 cases the difference bet·.1een the R. II . and L . H. 
componen ~- s \JaE. l ess than lo,; dur inf?: the ent i re burst . 
(2) In 4 c&ses the ratio of intens i t i es of the two 
co~~onents ~as vari a ble . 
(3) Ir: 1 ca s e only one compon e nt r1as present , i. e . the 
r ad:i.nt io:.1 Has comp l etely circulc! rly pol arized. 
Hatanuka ••• • •• / 
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Hatannka. ( 15) 
Hntanaka has apparently been uble to localize radio sources 
near large sunspots and to measure their polarizations ut the 
s ame. time., He found that the polarization of bursts uas 
circular if the source was near the center of the sun ' s disc 
and became non- circular near the edge of the disc . 
natanaka and F_kabane . ( :_.1) 
They observed a change of polarization of an outbursts at 
9000 ~~c/s ·ahich they felt might have been associated '.-,ith the 
shi1. t of the act ivity centre of the flare relative to the sun-
spo~ Qa~cetic field. 
Hatr.nak~., ( l f) ) 
Using the Jap~nese polarimeter described else~here , 
Hatanaka h~re presented some ~reliminary results obtained. The 
art~cle concerned itself only with storm r adiat ion. A genera l 
sunrr.·a. ry of the polarizations observed in type I bursts Has 
l}iven . 
( 1) The radiG.tion ·.;as c:t :!lixture of 2 components, one 
ellipticully po l 8rized, the other rundom. 
(2) The ellipticity varied from nearly lO~ J (i.e . circul~r) 
to J.O. J (Le . neurly lineJr) . This v.::..riation from day to dc:y 
·:Ja s simi~ . .1r to the ellipticity of a circlJJ put tangentiully on 
the sunls surfuce at the position of the source and viewed from 
earth~ (Jpreud over 4-6 days) . 
(3) Tho:; degree of polarization \/us greater than 90% on 
most •••••• / 
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most dc.ys but sometimes dropped belo,-, 50~;, to lO, Jo 
( 4) The e llipt ici t y J nd degree of polarization -.;ere 
constant for any one day , but might sho',. sea tter, usually for 
sources near the limb or ~hen the souroe suddenly became very 
active . 
(5) The ti lt angle remuined almost constant during an 
observing period in one day, but mi ght vary fr01.1 day to day . 
Komesaroff .. (-LG,) 
Komesaroff made observations ,Ji th a m.oU.ified version of 
the spectrograph described by .iild et al and thi s technique 
ge:tve simul taneouc records of the dynamic spectrum and the 
po l c rizat iono Hence, he could i dentify the spectral types 
easily and further he v·as ab l e to perform r..:tpid measurements 
enablin~ the study of short- lived bursts . A broad survey of 
pol:::·.rization as a function of both t i me and frequency was then 
obtuined rather thdn accurate measurements of the polarization 
ellipses ~t d i stinct frequencies . 
His results, bri r::. fly, confirmed thn t there \tas an 
association bet ueEn spectral types and polarization. ~ 
considerable number of type III bursts \?ere found to be pol c.r-
ized ancl a fe;-, of the pol~rized bursts displayed a harmonic 
structure and in the Cbses examined the sense of rotation of 
the harmonic component agreed wi tl1 that of the fundamental. 
The degree of polarizat i on differed ho-,Jever . 
~esults: Typ~ I bursts. 
J.ecords for 13 days activity \/ere examined and the 
conclusions •••••• / 
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conclusions dr<.:.vm ·.ere that type I bursts sho·:,ed a high degree 
of Qu~si- c ircul~r pol~rization . '.i'he radi'ltion ·,:as po l a riz ed 
at <' ll frequencies, sho · ,ing the same sense of ro tat i on through-
ou t the ranbe and on one day. One storm d i d sho~ & chan3e i n 
roto.t ion on d i ffer ent frert_uenc i es du rins one dny. Of 13 
observed storms , 9 sho .:ed l eft - hnnd pola rization and 3 sho\:ed 
right- hdnded pol~rizat ion . 1'l1e ot her sho i!Gd v a riuble 
poL:.rizat ion . 
Tyne II bursts 
Polurization mensurements wer e c~rried out on 13 type II 
bursts of Hl1i ch 8 ·_;·c... r e found t o be completely un- pol arized and 
for 4 others no conc l usion could be r 0ached. Only o-:1e burst 
v;as ~rob.J':>ly poL.trized f or a short p eriod of t ime but the 
pol8~ i zation never exceeded 30~. 
500 'Jursts .Jere recorded und 50 . . exhibited a modulation 
p~ttGrn i ndicutive of f~irly strong po l a rizat ion . SevE-ra l 
ht.rmonic .Jurst s \!ere found to be pol dri zed and in generc.. l the 
fund:lmt:-ntal was mor e strong l y polarized than the harmonic . 
Type III bursts, occuring on t he s ame dcys as or '.Vi thin 8 
fen dcys of, type I events ..:: nd sho\:i ng no l ar i zation, generu lly 
sho\:ed the s..;.me sense of pol.:1r i zation .J.s the type I events . 
Cohen po i n ted out i n his pnper the.. t almo"J t :. b ,uys the 
r eported polbrization for typo III bursts had b een e i ther 
circular •• • ••• / 
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circula r, or nearly so, or un-polarized. In his paper he 
discussed the 11 lineur po l ur iza tion in type III bursts". 
As ~-,as mentioned in the chapter on ;'the Faradcy Effect 
on ·{adio emis3ion from the sun, a dispersion could cause 
spr eadin3 of· the orientations of the polarization ellipses ~ith 
the result thut, for a finite receiver bandwidth, the radiation 
would appeor circularly plus randomly polarized. Cohen used 
a very narro·,, receiver band';Jid th . ( 10 kc/s nt 200 Mc/s . ) 
Durinz 1200 hours of observations, only 6 type III bursts 
were found to be highly elliptically polarized. One of these 
ha<i 2.n assoc i .Jted type V burst polarised in the same fashion •. 
He do0s not mention the hemisphere in \Jhich any associoted events 
occ'Jred. He felt that ':!ith better techniques more such events 
could be detected. 
neubauer and :.. 'okker.. (18.) 
Extens ive \Jo rk on the subject of pol a rization measurements 
has been reported in a paper by Neubauer c.. nd :;?okker ( 18) a nd a 
thesis by l·10kker ( 19) . The polarimeter they use provides 
me8.sures of the circulQr and linear components of the received 
radL.1tion . 
In the former paper they discussed results obtained on 
enhanced radi~tion, noise storms, flare associated outbursts 
und type III bursts . The later ·.10rk concerned itself mainly 
v1i th enhunced racliu.tion and storm bursts. 
Enhanced Radi ut ion and 3torm Bursts 
By comparing their 200 Ilc/s records n ith those obtained 
by •• • i.. -./ 
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by the 255 r.1 c/s i nterferometer they concluded on the assumption 
that enhsnced rodi;-..: t ion observed on the tv/0 frequencies simul-
taneously was associated~ that there ~as no dependence of the 
polariz~tion sense on the hemisphere of the sun in which the 
source is situa ted. This is contrury to the sugce stion 
previously put forr:ard by Payne-Scott and Little \Jhich proposed 
sucl1 a dependence. T:'Ul"thermore, the sense of po l urizat ion \~'OS 
found to r emain unchanged a s the noise u ctive centre passed the 
central meridian . 
An in teresting effect thJt they observed was the result o:t.· 
the si~ultoneous emission from two sources of enhanced radiation 
proCucing large flux enh~ncement, but little polarization~ at 
the. receiver~ if the t •7o sources nerc oppositely polarized. The 
t ·.Jo sources of opposite polJriza tions mit;h t compensate each 
other almost exoctly . ~lterutions in the polurization observed 
from such sources indicu ted that the sources nlter~tely out-
\Jeigl1c :". o.1c ·· no the. r . 
The storm bursts that occured superimposed on the enhanced 
back:sround had, almost exclusively , been found to sho\/ the same 
sense und degre e of ·polarization , usually lOo~;. several 
except ions · ·t.; r c li s t cC. .• 
(1) Strong polarizution of the continuum ~nd unpolarized 
bursts . 
( 2) 'Jeakly polarized continuum nnd strongly polarized 
bursts. 
( 3) .•.• ·• ••• ; 
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(3) Steadily unpolarized continuum and unpolarized or 
weakly pol~rized bursts which varied in polarizat i on. They 
have shown that thi s radia tion arises from a sing l e source~ 
(4) Continuum and/or bursts ueakly or moderate ly polar-
ized~ 
(5) Mixed polc:.riza t ion ; i n some cases c l early due to two 
sou~ces . The cont i nuum and bursts differed in po l ariza tion. 
(6) -stor m bursts witl1 identica l sense but n i dely differing 
degrees of po l a rization. 
I t has been thought that bursts of type III mi ght ha ve 
been of the same cht:.racter as storm bursts (e . g . '."!ild 20) but 
an analys i s of this nEtter shows tha t the pola rizations of the 
t\:o types of bursts i s totally diff erent . It might be then 
thought th:J.t storm bursts that are un- po l ar ized mi ght show the 
characterist i cs of type III bursts, but this approach too has 
not borne any r esults as they found no differences bct~een 
po l arized and un-polarized storm bursts besides the polarizat ion 
character i stics. It has been found~ honever, that un- polar-
ized storms do not re&ch high cont i nuum l evels. 
Pol~rization has often been found to develop wi th the 
storm, dlways starting as un- polurized radiation and becoming 
increasinGlY pola rized with t ime. This would appear as 
eviG.ence of changing magneto-ionic conditions which probo.bly 
could be d i rectly relo. ted to the changing conditions that 
caused the storm to develop in the first place . 
F'okke r .... . .. / 
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Fokker did point out a slight preponderance of left-handed 
storms i n the northern hemisphere and right- handed storms in 
the southern solar hemisphere . Mixed polari zation have how-
ever been observed in the presence of t~o spots in the same 
hemisphere. 
Flare ~ssoci~ted outbursts 
~:~ore than hnlf of the observed events \Jere un- polarized 
or only ~eakly polarized. Other events sho~ed a remarkabl e 
variety of polarization. There was no rel~tion to posit ion 
on the disc 9 size of flares or S. I.D. 's. They concluded that 
a number of circumstances 9 probably accidental in nc.ture 9 
governed the polar i zution behaviour o~ an outburst . seven 
out1TJ.rsts ·;,ere described in detai l to illustrate the varied 
beh...tviour .. 
They found that the strongly polarized outbursts almost 
al·1ays present u varying degree of polarization . Many large 
outbursts sho, ·ed a tendency to be initially un- polarized and 
then to develop strong polarization i n one sense . 
Their appGratus nas not capable of supplyi ng any reliable 
inforn0tion as to ell iptic~l p olarizat i on . 
Type III ~urst~ 
On the other hand their apparatus ~as very sensitive to 
smt<ll degrees of circulur po l Ctrization, and al thougi1 they found 
th~t most of the type III radiation was un- polarized , some of 
these bursts si1ov1ed small degrees of circul'-'r polurization . 
A ••••••• I 
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h. s nec ia l c~se 
An unprecedented inc r ec1se o f radiation '.ms observed on 
4 Nov. 1957 and ·,:as characterised by confinement to metre 
wavelengths, complete lack of flare activity and S . I . D. ' s, 
and by very shor t period fluctuations altogether different 
fro .. t neiL e storms ~ The ev ent 1:"".Jas 100;:, left- hand c ircularly 
polErizec ~nd they folt thut the po l arization cha r acteristic 
\ Jc1S someho•. related to the ulechuni sm of product ion of this 
spec it: 1 ,.)henom<::non . 
l\i al _:'.n_f';e, ( 21) 
In a ver y recent paper Malinee reports on the comparison 
of l,olarization measurements performed by the Dutch v;orke r s c:nd 
the -results ob~ained from interferometer . Good correla-
tion ha3 Jeen e sta blished bet\leen ev ents occuring o n th:r ..... e 
frec.::~.-lenci..; s and several i mportant conc l u sions were drawn. 
Of' eo noi .. w storms observed wi th sources i n t he nor t hern 
so lt=...r l1e111ispher e 9 69 iJJere found to have l(;ft- hand cir0ular 
po~ ~izat~on, 3 right- handed, 9 vari~ble and 1 not polarized. 
For 21 s ·~o rus origina ting in the southern hemi sphere 9 sho wed 
righ t - hand , 5 left-hand, 4 v uriuble and l not polarization. 
( ThE:se f i :;ures a re g iven in the body of the paper as v;e ll as 
be ir:._; :"ep:.'C.Jen ~ed diugramt ica lly but the cone lusion sta tes in 
print th~t the majority of storms observed in the northern 
herni s ;;.,haPc :)re right- hand polarised a nd this conclusion is 
res tateQ ~n the abstract of the paper appear ing i n Physics 
Abstracts.) (2la) 
13 • •••• 1 
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13 mixed polarizations have been observed and 8 of these 
were definitely due to multiple sources. The others were 
sources &t lo~ l~titud8s. 
They point out thut Payne- Scott and Little had observed an 
oppc3ite 11 hemisphere- effect" but that their observutions were 
mt.:.de befo·._,e the reversal of the solar magnetic field occured. 
(Ba "f-.no ···1r 0'")) ~. ..... v t.._, .::'lr... I..J,.J ": (The results of Payne- Scott and Little show 
rigt::.t-har.d polc:rization for northern hemisphere sources.) 
The sense of polarization is reluted to the sense of the 
magnetic f~eld at the origin and the pol~rization corresponds to 
that of t~1e ordin<...try ruy assoc i ated with tho magnetic field of 
the le&c1 spot~ 
8ol~r radio wav~s can become polarized in two · tays. The 
pol:.:.:izeC. '.Jhile tr ...... versing some interv tmin~ medium. 
Ao hJs been pointed out in chapter II there exist regions 
in t'1C co"':'ono. -. ·here the refractive index of the medium is zer•o 
for< .. pZtr.,iculc.r freq_uency 9 these regions beinc called "stop 
bands;; since this radiation cannot pass through. 
If t he source of radiation at any one frequency lies bet~een 
the Ltop band limits for the ordinary and extra- ordinary waves 
at thi:.> £'ceq_uency 9 (see t8.ble II) then only one mode, the 
ordi::ai.., :· l'aode , \Jill be 8ble to escape from the corona. The 
pola:.•iz<.. t:~on \Jill then be determined by the conditions in the 
"1. ·t· I J.tnJ. J.ng ••••• 
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"lir.li t ing region it, i.e. the region v,here the final pol..J.rizat ion 
is C:~etermined due to vc.nishing electron density or magnotic 
fie.t.de 
A convenient \Jay of representing tho escupe of radic:.. tion 
frou: ·- mass of ionized plasma is ~lith the <J.id of an (X,Y) 
diagro m as sho;m in figure A (nGxt p.~ge). The point A1 l1as co-
ordinates x1and Y1 which are the values of the X andy para-
met ~rs of the mc.gneto- ionic theory at the corresponding point 
ii. in the gas. Ray trujectories AB ;nay be represented by 
con~::.inuous curves such Ci s A1B1o, A2 B20, A3B3o as shovm i n the 
diacram, 
The polc.rization observed is the polarization after 
emergence from the gfls &nddepends on the m<J.nner in which the 
elec t ron dt-nsity and the magnetic fi e ld ( i. e . in effect X andY) 
dec8y jn ~he limiting region . The three trajectories shown 
r oprc-svnt cuses r;here tht- mugnetic field decays before the elec-
tron density (A1B1o) 9 the t',/0 decay toget~1er (A2B2o) and the 
electron density dec2ys before the magnetic fi~ld (A3B3o). 
The variation of t~e observed polc rization with X and Y 
for 3=60° (8 = the angle betDeen the magnetic field direct i on 
and the di..rection of propagation) is sho·.m in figure B. 
:By combining trajectories .obtained from figure A -.Ji th the 
polarj_zations as indicated by diagrG.ms such as figure B for 
suitaule v a lues of e an idea can be obtained as to the polar-
ization that thee:nergent radi:J.tion \'Jill exhibit . e.g. a ray 
follo \·J i ng • • ••• ; 
FIGURE A 
Pos~iblq modllt of dcc.ay of 
<l¢d'ron d<Zn.sity(param~ttczr x) 
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follo \Jing a trajectory such ns A3B3o ':Jill emerge v;ith the; or-
c'lin~u:-r component lcft- h"'nd ell i pticully polurized nnd the 
extraordinary component right- hand ell ipticul l y polar ized. 
~igure C indicates the stop bunds for the two modes of 
propngJtion so th0t, if the source region i s kno~n, it c~n be 
d~termined ~hethcr either, or both, of the modes can escape 
from the coronoo 
Poll.:rization introduced. by the medium 
Komesaroff (2~ suggested that the polurization of type I 
bursts could be explained in terms of the birefr i ngence of the 
medium in the mann~r outl i ned above . He pointed tbs.t it -..·auld 
reg_1.,ire the ];resence of extr emely large sources to account for 
the observed radiation in the 40 to 140 l!lC/s frequency bund y 
a r2.dic.l Gxtens ion of the sour c.;; of the order of 105 km being 
needed in thi s case . 
He also investi g~ted the polar i zation of type II and type 
III bursts sho·.:ing ildr,_.!Onic structure. .'1-s the fundamenta l and 
the ~armonic ·7ere supposed to originate in the same region it 
·.;as obvious th.:.tt the hca'monic rc..tdic~tion Hould 9 in general, not 
have to pass stop b~"Cnds and ·.1ould therefore not be polar i zed in 
the same ~as a3 the fund~mental . This hdd not been confirmed by 
observJtions and he was led to discard the postulate that polar-
iznt ion of hurmon ic bursts vvas du~ to the birefringence of the 
mcdi;.;.m, 
Hatanaka 0 ) raised Gnother objection. He f elt thut, ns 
the/ •..•.• 
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the polorizntion \:c::ts determined by the e xcess ordinary 
radiation over ex traordinary radiation~ it ~auld be circular 
as the limiting rezion was one v1here t l1e magnetic field was 
ext;:e•Hely ·,,eeik. (Sec fig • .M. cmd B) He cL:imed that this 
v:as not in agreement ·.; ith observat ions. Jince then, ho\·;ev er, 
more obs0rvations have been carried out &nd type I radiation 
always shows some d8cree of circular pol~rization. 
Hat.:tnnk~ \hiS -.~lso ab l e to measure the tilt angles of 
planes of pol a rization. The ~Jraday effect in the corona 
1iould cause rote tion o-2 the plane of pOL!rizu tion ~ the &.mount 
of rot2 tion being dependent on the el~ctron content and the 
t~gnetic field intensity along the path of the wave. Unless 
the source posit ion, the tot~l electron content and the ·magnetic 
field. intGnsity along the p .. t ;l through the corona remained 
constant , the tilt angle ~-!Ould vary r D. ndomly . .h.s the observa-
tio~s point to constant tilt angle over long periods of time 
(up'. to a day~ it seemed unlikely that the rudiction could 
havL propngated in two sepz.rate modes . 
It hns been ~ssumed up to now that the radiation is in 
fact prop~gJteu as two uncoupled modes . One might be absorbed 
and J.ll t t18 en:;rgy in the other escape to·.1ards earth. 
7ol\:ker (t9) and Takakura ( 24) have both discussed the 
possibili t;r of the cou1)ling of 6nergy from one mode into the 
ot h.)r ~ This · .~ ould chnnge the polurization of the emergent 
radi n tion, the radic1tion no· , being the sum of u.n ordinary and 
o.n. • •••• / 
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an extruordine.ry component, the runount of extraordinary compo-
nent dE;pending on thu at:lount of coupling that has taken plJce. 
sue h couplinJ ·:~ould r equ ire the presence of steep ~raditnts 
of o ither the magnetic fiel u or the electron density along the 
pati1 _,nd Takakura proposed that these gradients could result 
from tho presence of hydro- mugnetic ·.•aves . Fokker regarded 
thi s as a rather superficiJl hypothes i snssuch ~aves had never 
been observed on the sun. 
It is possibl0, under s u itably turhulcnt conditions, that 
the t\:o modes rem<.: in coupled for a lar:;e part of their path. 
Cohen (ZC) hcs pointeu out t~~t in the presence of n m3gnetic 
field £Sradient of 0 . 04 geu ss per Ir .l , or more , ut 300 ~~c/s the 
modes vJOu ld remain coupled~ 3e did not consider the metter 
any further as he f e lt thut sucl1 gradients probc.bly did not 
exist o 
£mission of ?ol~ rizod ~udi-tion 
Rndiution cm:ld be emit ted a s a r e su lt of tl1e ordered 
gyration of clouds of electrons about a m~rnetic line of force . 
This gyration '."Jould be clockr1ise ~~hen vie .Jed along the 
direction of the fi eld and the polarization TIOuld correspond 
to the extraordinary mode . If the electrons gyra te at non-
relJt ivistic velocities, the frequency of emission is cqu&l 
to the:~ t of gyr..;tion, but, i'or re;l&tivistic electrons, consider-
able energy is radinted at the harmonics of t his frequency ~ s 
It ha s been sho~n that the intensity of the h&rmonics 
can exceed that of the funda.:1enta l under s u ite.b le conditions . 
Fokker ••••• / 
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Fokker has pointed out that although th e electrons gyrate 
in circu:a r orbits the radiation ~oulu only appear circulurly 
pola rized vhen vie~ed &l ong the direction of the magnetic 
fie l d. Along a puth making an angle Q with the magnetic 
fie ld direction the radiation would ~PP~-r elliptically poldrized. 
This elliptic&lly polarized r adiat ion ·,;ould then propagate 8.s 
two ellipses with opposite s e nse of rotution Gnd the radiat ion 
would still be mainly in the extra- ordinc ry mode ~ith a small 
c...dmi xtur>c of ordinury component for small vc::lues of 9 . 
He \!as forced to discard this theory of emissio~ for noise 
storms as he had observed some storms to be completely unpolar-
izecL r;.S gyro emission should al w:.:tys sho\/ polarization , he 
could not account for these observations. 
T~i ss und Roberts (26) have theoretically analysed the · 
e lect ro- mu:;netic ro.diat ion f rom electrons gyratinz in a rrugnetic 
fi eld and r1e r e led to conclude thut nei tl1e r type II nor type 
III bursts could be caused by a gyro mechanism. 
~re too 0xtensive to b~ discussed here. 
Their arguments 
The linear polarization of type III bursts ha s already 
been mentioned, and a lthough this could come <:. bout from viewing 
the grration of the electrons a long a direction Q ; 90° the 
obj ections listed by Twiss und Roberts apply equally to this 
case ~ 
Linear polarization could be introduced as a result of 
propagation ~ansverse to the magnetic field in the limiting 
r egion - If this is the case there ~ill be no fUrther Faraday 
dispersion ••• ••• / 
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dispersion in the corona~ (The dispersion effect of the 
earth's ionosphere is negli gible for narrow receiver ba ndwidths.) 
Ther:. , by o bsE;rvin;:; v;i th several ba nd·.1idths, there should be no 
difference in the meusurcd polurization , there bein~ no 
depolarizina effect with incre~sed bandwidth because there is 
no dispers ion i n the corona . Cohen has found that in all 
casE;s the l<:.rzer bandwidths sho·,:ed radidtion tha t appeared to 
be less pol~rized. Thi s appCdrs to indicate that the rudiution 
does prop:1gc.te us t·.1o sepur ate modes through the corona and the 
line<::.r po l ar ization ·ms not induced in the limitinz region. 
To sum up, the ;yro- thuory cannot account for the observed 
pol~riz&tions, 0hereas the birefrince nce of the medium does not 
appc:tr to account for the polarization of h::. rmonic bursts . 
:lokk_r has, ho·::wver, been 8-ble to account for the po l ari-
zation of noise storms by adopting an entirely new appr oach. 
He considered the effect or large clouds of denser plasma, 
cLlled coronal structures, on the radiation th=t originated ncar 
sunspots . By examining the pos&ble trajectories through 
these condensations, he was able to a ccount for all the possible 
pol~rizations of noise storms, that had been observed, varyi ng 
from unpolarized to completely circulurly ·9olari zed. 
E. The ueasurement of Polarization 
By huving two aerials a t right angles to one anoth~r along 
the x znd y a xes it is possible by i nserting phase delays of 
o , IT , If/2 , Or-II/2 in turn , to obtain me&sures of the two 
linear •••••• / 
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l i n ear components und the two circulur, R. H. and L. II. re spective-
ly , ..:ts follo ·.Js . 
If the x and y &xes are or i ented at 45° to the horizontal 
it is possible to obta in t he ver t icul an d horizontal linear 
component s of the radiation immediately. c ~ .r . t . earths surface . ) 
In the a nalysis rJe r esolve the r esu ltant v ibrat i ons i n the 
di r ect ion 'f_, descr i bed before, such tha t -:t' is 45 ° . 
ting this Uti \"Jell 8.S e, the phuse retardation , (e: 
Substitu-
_... ..~-
0 -:-r _;_ ~ :.:. 
' / - J ' ' ,._ ...... 
i n turn) and denot i ng the po·,,er received by these connecti ons 
by I(v), I(h) , I( r), I(l) respectively, ,_-,e ge t i n equat ion. ( 16) 
I(v) = I ( o) = I + U 
I (h) = I(1T} = I - u 
I ( r) I CJ.J I - v 
I(l) = I(~) = I - V 
..<-
That I(r) and I(l) do indeed give a measure of the c ircu l a r 
polG. rization can be seen from the fo llo .Jing. 
-- 0 For c i rcu l a r polarization r~ l and~~ 45 
; 
••• U = Ie Cos 2B Si n 2X = 0 
V = I 8 
Since the express ion I(~~ ) makes U=O i t i s therefore a measure 
of circular po l ar izat ion . Si milarly, for l i near pol arization, 
r~o and 13 ~o making V-:0 . The two alternc:.tive --8: phase del ays 
with differ ent signs determi ne th e s ense of th e circula r 
po l 2ri ;.a t ion. 
The 4th stokes par~meter is determined as follows: 
From eg_ua t ion (17 ,_ s ect .. ·.,_~) , 
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·.r· ':1 : L ..::.:..2 
. ~-Ix <:.nd Iy nre the i ntensities as measured on each earial. The 
stokes paru.met er are then found from 
- . --~ = '!,._J_ 1>!.L + T (\.,) ~ ~~-L T_, _ r .: -1- -=:-{l) _/ - j_ .>L +. L 1 
Q = I t_et) - T:(6) 
u ;: ~~LT l\r J - :... 0.) J 
V ~ !1:2-l T c_r) - T{P.J ( 
l.. -
Thi s syt em Tias out l ined by suzuki RndTsuchiya (28) . Hence 
by construct i ng a system ·:•hereby these phuse del i:l ys can each by 
i nserted i n the signal path in tur n , and by a r r a nging fo r the 
di splay of each component a+ong a diff er ent trace on a mu l ti-
beam oscilloscope , the stokes pa r ameter s can be ca l culated 
from direct ion mea surements on the output trac es . Fi g . IA 
s ho··s the b lock di ugrnn: of the polarmeter ill ustrating the abov e 
principl es . A sys tem of pulses combi ned the signuls accordi ng 
t o the s rhematic s hown in Fig~ I B. 
Before the construction of the ~o-l: r:inne-t ~r.is described it 
i s nec essary to di scuss the bandwi dth and gai n char acteristics 
that had to be cons i dered i n the design of the poL::trime'!;, ·r 
As has a lready been pointed out in the c hup t er on Farada y 
rotation , a f i n i te bondri idth of the recei ver produc: n disp~rsion 
It 
was then essent i al to keep the bandwidth as s mall a s possibl e , 
and a t l east of the order of ma gni tude of tha t used by Cohen ( 27) 
• ( 10 • ••••• ; 
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( 10 kc/s at 200 ~c/s)o The amplifi er stdges nere built without 
particula r atte ntion beinG paid to muking ti1c f irst sta~es \.1i th 
narro w ban~7idth , ns the b3ndvi dth of the overull receiver was 
determined by the final stages. It ·:m s found that 9 'dithout 
placin~ d~mping resistances across the final I/F transformers 9 
H bcndTiidth of about 15 kc/s could be obtained. 
Another i mportant consideration ··1 i th regard to the 
polarimeter des i gn wns the amount of amplificat ion needed to 
det uct , .• 1edium s i zed bursts 9 these being def ined as a bout 100 
tir.le:;s tho l eve l of the background ccrntf ncrur:1 .. Th ..... c !11culfl tiGn of 
gain required i s non 3iven . 
Bur sts vary in intensity fro m l 0- 21 v1atts/metre 2 /cycle/ 
sec to l0- 17 vJ/m2/c/s. ';'!e ·.1i ll consider n burst of intensity 
- 20 2 10 ·a/m /c/s .. 
The intensity at 300 Uc/s wi l l be 300xlo6 xl0- 20 vmt ts j m2 
i. e. = 3 x lo-12•."Jatts per squsre metre . 
The~fective area of the serial system has to be calculated. 
Thi~ is done in the section on aer i~ ls . The result i s that the 
effect ive area of 4 Yagi antenna i s of the or der of 0 . 3 m2 • 
Hence power incident on aerial By the 
defjnition of the effective are~ of an aeri~ l 9 ~ll this poDer 
was avail~ble to t he l oud wh ich, in this case, vas 240 ohm. 
Hence the voltage set up across this impedance is given by 
2 
.. , z lo- 12 240 V = \ . = X 
- 6 therefore V = 15 x 10 v. 
~ reasonable output Vdriation was about 15 volts, hence an 
. amplification •••• / 
1 
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amplification of 20 log output voltage ·,;as needed to provide input 
thisa~plitude at the output. 
Therefore goin rc::quired ':vas 
= 120 dB 
The vurious stn:;es of the polarimeter we re thus designed 
db 
to g ive on overall gain of about 140/to compensate for losses 
that might occur. 
Finally, an aspect of pclorization mea~urements that hud 
be0n examincd ·by Cohen , in some detail was provided for~ As 
Cohen pointed out, if an accurate determination of orientation 
of the plane of polarization of the incoming signal oas to be 
made 9 the meusurements would h8 v e to be mode either nt t wo 
sepcrate frequencies, or with two different bandoidths centred 
about the same central frequency . He outlined methods th&t 
could be used i n the case of two-band-.Jidth measurements to obtain 
th~ orientation angle or the signal. ~or this reason a second 
amplification channel ~as provided in th€ main I/F amplifier 
tha ~ facilitated amplific~tion usin~ another bandwidth , in the 
event of such meusurement s being r equired; 
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CONS'i'~UC1'ION OF 'rHE POLARILiDTER. 
A general outline of the principles involved in polarimeter 
construction has already been given. The block diagram of the 
polarimeter that r.1as to be constructed b] the author is shown in 
fig. I . It f'ollov:s very closely that designed and constructed 
by Susuki and fsuchiya (1), the main difference lying in the 
design of t l1e individual elements. 
Basically it consisted of the following parts : 
1. ~ ro sets of crossed linearly polarized 
aer·i als feeJ.ing 
2 . two separate, but similar 300 Uc/s 
pre- amplifiers. 
3 . 'rVlo separate crystal mixers fed from 
a co1mnon local oscillator. 
4- . Two 27 i1c/s intermediate- frequency 
amplificrL : (I/F) . 
5. A 11 cllan:1el mi:x.er 11 or 11 modulatoril to 
combine the outputs from the I/F's 
in the decircd way . 
6. 1. generator and a series of directors 
to ~rovide a system of pulses to 
oper'ate the 11mixer'1 • 
7. .L,ain I/F amplifier. 
B. A variable bias genel'ator (step gene-
rator) . 
9 . Catnode ray display unit ':rith osc ill oscope 
cfull.era . 
10. H. ·r. and L. T. po .rer s1ilpplies . 
The Antenna System. (Pl .• tE. II) 
The polarimeter required two sets of linear antennae mounted 
at right angles to one another . Such anteru1ae may be single 
dipoles or fol~ed dipoles or arrays of either. The array used 
consisted of a series of 11 directors 11 mounted in front of the 
11 driven ele:..1ent ;1 and a 11 reflector11 mounted behind this element. 
·£his combination is lmovm as a "Yagi 11 aerial 9 after its inventor . 
The advantage that a Yagi antennae has over a simple dipole is 
its increased directivity and increased gain. Smith (2) lists 
the in~ortant features of Yagi antennae which enabled the author 
to cons t ruct the ante1u1a shown in fig . IX. 
The arrangement constructed consisted of a folded dipole 9 as 
the driven element 9 three directors mounted parallel to this and 
in f r ont of it an d a single reflector mounted parallel and behind 
it. All the e lement s uere supported along ~ length of copper 
tubing of slig:i.1tly larger diameter than that used for the indi vi-
dual elements. 
A folded di p ole was used a s the driven element because its 
input impedance was very nearly e qual to that of the feeder tape 
useu to l ead the signal to the receiver s . Only three directors 
were used as more would not have incr uased the directivity very 
muchj bu t would have increased the physical size unduly 1.1hich9 in 
turn, would have given rise to unnecessary difficulties in the 
construction of the a1<ray. Other worl\:ers had found that the 
addition of further refle~tors produced no difference in the act-
ion of I . . .. . . 
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ion of Yagis . 
:,:ost of the experimental work performed on Yagis and arrays 
of Yagis was done during the war, the results being published 
shortly af'ter\l'ards ( 3), ( 4), ( 5). Since then nothing further 
has appeared in the literature and Smith useu the results of the 
early workers in his chapter on Yagi aerials . It was found that 
a reflector s~acing of 0 . 25 A (and a director spacing of 0.34 A ) 
gave the best l"esults . (see fig. IX) . Optimum lengths for 
directors and reflectors were 0.45~ and 0.51 ~respectively, the 
diameter of the supporti1g rod being taken into consideration. 
( 'A, was th0 free space wa,: elength) . 
The i:mput i i,,pedan.ce of a folded dipole is general ly of the 
order of 300 ChiilS out when used in a Yagi this '!lalue becomes 
240 ohms ( sr,ti tll p149) . As 300 ohm f eeder tape was used to con-
nect individual aerials it was necessary to pr ovide some form of 
matching so that maximum transfer of energy could talce place. 
Preliminary tests were performed on a single Yagi mounted 
about 8 feet aiJove the ground, a rough idea of the :polar diagram 
and the type of matching stub requirecl being obtained. 
A further 7 Yagis were then constructed and mounted as shown 
in fig. IX and plate lt. fhere is no appreciable interaction 
between se~arate units if their axes are separated by at least 
1.5). r·hen the units arc in the same plane or 3.0 " vvhen the units 
are mounted Hi th their planes para.llel. 
'rhe indi vi<lual Yagi s were then mounted on an alwninium 
"D . II/ ex1on • • • •• • 
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11 Dexion11 f'ram.e lOft sg_uare. 'l'hi s frame y·as in turn fit ted onto 
the eg_uatorial mount that was available on the roof of the "sha:k11• 
'rhe antenna \Vas dri ven to follow the sun us ing the me chanism 
constructed by Shuter (6). 
('l'ne aut~wr discovered much later that crossed Yagis c ould 
readily be mounted along t he same axis which would have made for 
easier construction!) 
Leasurements on Yagis . 
·ro fit a sui table matching stub it was first necessary to 
measure the stancling- \ ·ave- ratio on the feeder tape that was con-
nected to the dipole . ~he length of feeder tape used was a 
mul ti~1le of a half- wavelength on the line. From the the ory of 
transmission lines the voltage Vr appearing across the terminating 
impedance Zr is, if ~r = Z0 (the characteristic impedance of the 
line) 1eg_ual to the input vol tage Vi in magnitude, but 160° out of 
phase with it for a line \"ihose length is an odd mul tiply of half 
a ':.ravelength). It was convenient to use a length 5;2 ,\"being 
the wavelength along the feeder tape (300 ohm transmission line). 
It was tl1e n j_1e cessary to det0rmine the v.ravelength of a 300 r,tc/s 
signal along t his tape . 
'rhis was done by using the expression Z = '~ which gives 
0 "'-c... 
the charact3ristic impedance ( Z0.) of the line i n t e rms of the 
capacity ( C) and inductance (L) .f.Jer unit length. This, together 
with the expre ssion for the velocity of propagation along such a 
line ( v = .J.=- ) gave a method determining ·"A • 
~L C. 
From/ ••• •• . 
1 From above ; v --
- z.oc 
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lm.own to be 300 o:bm.s and by measuring the ca:paci ty of 
several different lengths of the tape the capacity per unit l eng-
th (C) was ruadily found. 
1 
C \\'as found to be 0. 13pF/cm. 
• • v = 3·ooxo. 13x1o•n2-· em; sec. 
= 2. 564 X 1010 em; sec. 
Hence ~ = v 2.564 1010 f = X 85 . 5 108 = 3 X 
Length of tape= 5/2~ = 213 . 5 ems . 
ems. 
A General lladio type 1602B afunittance meter was used in con-
junction with a t J pe 074 UB b'alun to measure the input conduct-
ance and susceptance of the linG and then,.. by u sing a sui table 
version o:f the Suith circle diagram ~ the stallding wave ratio 
could be found. It was theoretically possible to design a suit-
able match ing stub, provided t:1e e l ectr.ical length of the feeder-
t ape was ~~n0\711. 9 1)ut it \7as not possible to dete rmine this accura-
tely as no suitable short- circuit (non- radiating) could be made 
at the termination of the tape . It was in fact fiound to be a 
r elatively si.,1ple .matter to determine the posit i on and length of 
an opencircui t etub , made up of a lenzth of 300 ohm tape, by a 
method of trial and error after a rough estimate of position 
and length had been obtained. 
For the set of x- orientated aerials a s tub~ l ength 16 em, 
placed 31.5 em from the dipole was found t o g ive a standing wave-
ratio of 1.1. ~hese measurements wer e made on one of the set 
of/ •••••• 
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of Yagis and sii:l1ilar stubs placed along the feeders of the other 
3 in the set. fhi s was thought to be sufficiently accurate, as 
each separate aerial was exactly similar to the others. 
A similar prodedure was followed for the set of y- orientated 
aerials, a sto.J.1.ding- v:ave- ratio of 1. 18 being obtained with a stub 
15.5 ems long placed 30. 0 ems from the dipole . 
·rhe lengtl1.s of all the feeder tapes were lcept equal, so as 
to preserve the correct phase relationships throughout. 
'rhe dipoles each f'o rmeda11balanced system11 (neither side was 
permanently at earth potential) and the connection of the feeders 
from the 4 dipoles in each set did not affect this balanced con-
ditiun. T~1e input to the ampl;ifying system was however an 
"unbalanced system11 (one side at earth potential) and it was then 
necessary to construct a "balun transformer il (balanced- to- un-
balanced) . A simple version of such a transformer was descri·oed 
by Roberts ('7') and consists mainly of' a -~len:;:th of' coaxial cable 
as sho\"."11. below. 
. ........ 
1-, (, Lv ------ -l;t~~t 'c <u"Jo(c L ..-I t 
---!=~M~a:::::::::d.=·-'=t='·=t-=L===c=-,=-=:r-=-.-:-=.--j,;:_""'. !.(- r"' n~... ~ 'l':o u c o ~ ~--· . ~'--~--_ .. ~_C_o_-... _.,_ .._·, _~_l __ ~~-- .. - --·· 4:---'"> 
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:A, is the vmvelen gth along the ca0le and was found in a similar 
way to that described previously for the feeder tape. 'l'he cable 
had a characteristic impedance of' 50 oruns and the capacity per 
unit length was found to be 1.18 pF/cm giving the wavelength 
along/ ••• .• • 
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along the ca~le of a 300 Lc/s wave as 56 . 6 ems . The balun des-
cribed by Roberts ' ·as designed to match an l!tnbalanced cable of 
50 ohm impedance to a balanced load of 70 orun impedance . I n 
this case 9 4 300 ohm tapes were connected in parallel 9 giving a 
load of effectively 75 o:1r11S, this being sufficiently close to 70 
ohms to allO\,' the balun to be constructed as specified by Roberts. 
Simila.r 'oaluns, l'fi th similar len::;ths of 50 ohm coax leading 
to the pre-a.wplifiers, v:ere coastructed for both sets of aerial s 
and stanuing ..rave 1.1ec.surements ·:~ere made on both. 'I'he standing-
wave- ratios ~:r0 found to be 1.70 for the x- orienta ted set and 
1.75 for the o t her set . 
Pre- amplifiers . 
'i'hu choice of' 300 Lc/s as the operating frequency was stim-
ulated b:T the :i:)Ossibili t :r of obser-.· ing some interesting aspects 
of solar radio noise a t this freq_ue11cy, as the corresponding 
source of radiation is thought to lie in the transition region 
between the corona and chromosphere . It ·,·nr: fe l t that 9 as this 
transition reGion was under the influence of stronger magnet i c 
fields than the reg ions higher uy 9 smne interesting polarization 
features mi ght b e detected. Obviously the regions where e ven 
higher frequencies ori2,inated would be nearer the level of sun-
spot activity but it would not ha-·e been possible to build ultra 
hir;l1 frequency receiver s at Rhodes University . At the same 
time it was realized that .dlOst other polarization measurements 
had been done at 200 Uc/s or louer 9 or 2000 llc/s and higher so 
that/ •••• • . 
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that 300 ~Ic/s was relatively unexplored in this field. 
There ~as , ho~aver, one big disadvantage in working at this 
frequency frori1 the po1nt of view of instrumentation. The 300 
~Jic/s frequenc;:; '.Ja.nd lay in t:r at part of the radio frequency spec-
trum · . , hich could not be classed as e i ther "very- high- frequency" 
or ;'ul tna- hi::,h - frequency;1 • It lay bet·7een these two regions with 
tl'le result that the conventional circuit tech.YJ.iques of v - h - f- work 
did not serve theii' purpose s~ssfully a:ny longer , while on the 
other hanu. it '.las too lm! in the spectrum for ii1icror.rave circuitry 
to be usefully e.J_):!_)lied. It rras in fact necessary to try and est-
ablish sowe sort of co"nprouiise principle on which to construct a 
successful amplifier· at 300 J.~c/ s • 
.9:ouevcr , "before such an amplifier was finally constructed, 
several other a·.r0nues of ap1)roach rrere first tried. L s~10rt 
history of t~ese researches ~ ill now be g iven. 
During 1 953- 59 ·. -ild anu Poole, of this department , together 
with Dr. :C . F . Stacl>;:- Forsyth, had made five attL.mpts to build a 
sui table 300 ~-c/s pre- amplifier for use with their intended r adi o-
meter operatin2: at t!1is frequency . Conventional v - h - f c i rcuit 
techniques r:ere usecl, but it was not until their mark V ampl i fier 
vas constructed that they succeeded in obtainin.?, results (e ) . 
/.s a result of tlleir experiences , the author, at Dr . Stack-
Forsyth's suggestion, carried out an extensive investigation as 
to the action ctn<.l possible use of a new type of amplifier that 
had ~een descri~ed in the l iterature. It was fe l t that a fresh 
approach/ . • ••. . 
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approach to the ~roblem might ~ell be fruitful . 'i'he au thor' s 
:r·esearches Lrco the field of Parar11etic .Amplifiers are now briefly 
described. 
Parametric Amulifien: . 
'l'his ty~)G of amplifier ,.,as an extremely recent c1evelopr.1ent 1 
the first proposal for such an Ellt1plifier having been .JUt forv:ard 
bv Suhl ( 9). Its ~ig advantage lay in the e~tr~uely low noise 
figures that c::ruld be obtained and in radio astronomy 1 where the 
signo.ls to be alil~llified were themsel ' ·es very small, this low 
noise level · :as iu1portant . 
~rinc iule of J?o.r"l.metric_ i1llli:Jlifi cat ion. 
l:>are.1.1etl ic amplification is achieved by periodically varying 
a reactance i n a resonant signal circuit in a non- linear fashion. 
Such a reectance is found to exhibit a negat ive resistance 
characteristic. l~on-linear reactances may be either : 
a) ferrites 1 
b) reverse biased junction diodes 1 
or c) i.Uouulated electron beams. 
h junction diode has n layer of separation between the two 
ree ions of the crystal lcnown as the depletion layer, and there 
is a certain capacity across this layer which 111ay be varied by 
reverse- biasins the diode an~ varying the applied voltage. 
Consideri1.1g the simple circuit sho\llm an idea of the ampli-
fication princi) le may be obtained. The capacitor in the cir-
cuit is free to be varied mechanically . 
JCR .. 
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If the voltage V and chJ.rge Q on the capacitor vary sinu-
soidally and t~1c. capacitor ~lates are pulled apart r1hile the 
charge and voltage are at a maxii11um, then energy must be spent 
in overcomll1g the force due to the field between the ylates . 
'I'his r,1echa:-lical energj' will appear as electrical energy stored 
in the capacitor anJ. this in turn manifests itself as an ab rup t 
increase in the Yoltage across the capacitor as shown below. 
\! 
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r.rhc >:olte.,:::;e and chs.rf:e then continue th0ir oscillation to-
uards zero and if the plates arG then returned to their original 
position no furthel ~.ork need be done as there is no field between 
the plates to oppose this motion. If this process is continued 
at both the negat i ve and positive maxima of the voltage, the 
amplitude · :i J. l ~)"L ild up asymptotically to n. vo.lue where th(":j ener-
gy added per se·[)ai'ation equals the ener&,y dissipated pero half 
cycle. 
In g0neral the reactance is placed in parallel w·i th a number 
of resonant circuits as shown. 
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Since the reactance may be cm~sidere<l to be lossless the 
suu of the loac.1 power and power frow the external sources mus t 
be zero . 
ie . P1 + P2 + p3 = 0 
Pn is the power at frequency f n 
These arc average powers9 aenerally given by VI Cos ¢. 
2 
( ¢=phase diff. between voltage and current) . 
P = f ( Tf VQCo s ¢ ) 
= f w 
V, I, Q, are the ar;:pli tuG.e s of vol tage, currel1t and charge 
w = energy supplied per cycle . 
Energies su~}lied by each source: 
w, : -rrv, c, G_ :. c): I -= >~ , 
. ~­
J 
Nm7 the load frequency is made either- the sum or diff ~renee 
of intes ral multiples of the other frequencies, ie. f 3=mf2±nf1 • 
C 0111b ining P 1 + P 2 + P 3 = 0 and P = fw 
v1e/ • • •••• 
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'."le WT'i ·~ e f' 1 • r +- f2 w2 + f~ w3 ::: 0 ' 1 <' 
ie. f1 ' '/ 1 + f2 \/2 + ( mf' 2 .± nf' 1 ) w3 :::0 
ie . f 1 (v-:1 + nw3 ) + f 2(w2 + ImiiJ3) = 0 
Fovr the amplitudes and. :;)hases of the charge components are 
functions onl~' of the non- linear device characteristics and the 
amplitudes alld p11ases of the three voltages . But the load 
voltage and Cl.E :tent are connected by the load circuit i r.!pEldance 
which is a function of f 3 • '.l'herefore the charge and phase amp-
litucles ar0 functions of f 3 , whi ch in turn i s a linea r combina-
tion of f 1 and f 2 and not a fullction of their ratio. 
'rhus the only adinissi-ole solution to ( 1) is 
VI 1 + n v:3 = 0 ie . v:1 = + 11 w3 
w2 + m w3 ··- 0 w2 = m w 3 
Substitute for w1 ' w2 ' w3 
we ge t - p3 Fn = + pl = f . • 
(mf' <"l + nf1 ) Llf'2 nf i:J 1 
The + sign indicates power into the system. 
The sign indicates po~er out of the system. 
i:i·J at f 2 pouer goes into the system and this is l:nmm as the 
"pump" frequency. At f 3 powe r goes out into the load, and at 
f 1 paver is vi t~1er ab soriJ ed or given out . This is generally 
the signal circui t. Thus if the signal is fed in at frequency 
fs' the pump is at freQ.uenc;>r fp and the load c i rcuit is tuned to 
freque;.1cy fp .- f s' the latter is then known as the idler circuit 
as it/ .•••.• 
, . r r-
.1. v c.> o 
as it merel;j' aosorbs excess pov1er. ~hG output signal is taken 
out at a frequency f as well. 
s 
f • 
s 
.h.lterne.tiv0ly the output is taken at the su...'11 frequency f + p 
'l'his is ~~nown as the Ul-convort-.;r. These modes of operation 
togethe r : .ith theory· are described in several papers on the sub-
ject . 
Usually f is made greater than f but lm:1 fre;quency pump i ng p s 
has been used (l5) . 
I n practise the pump, signal and idler circuits have 'll·most 
invar iably been resonant cavities operat ing in harmonic modes 
that support all three of these frequencies, but coaxial resonant 
lines as v ell as con,·entional lumped circuits have been used. 
It has been :20l.lil.cl that the amplifiers usually break into oscil-
lat ion above a ~ain of a0out 35 dB , 'l'he gain of a conventional 
paran·etric ::unplifier may oe shown to depend on the pmnp frequency 
and pov'er . 
DToise figures 3;cnerall;:r are of the order of 3 dB at frequen-
cies around 1000 ~c/s . 
By operating on .the ~egenern~ive prtne i pilid gains exceeding 
80 dB, without accompanying oscillations, have been reali zed. 
At 730 luc/ss noj_se figures of 1 dB for gains of 56 dB (16) have 
been real ized and 5 dB noise for a gain of 72 dB at 1 450 I ~c/s 
(17). 
'l'he I1lOSt I'ecent use of the parametric principle is in the 
construction of compact digital computers using a parametric 
oscillatorY • • . .• . 
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oscillate~ operating in one of two modes 180° out of phase (18) . 
'"!hile this investi ~.ation on the part of the author was pro-
ceec.l3.ng i ~ \:as learnt that a par arne tric amplifier haJ. been built 
at the l~atio:nal Illst itutefor'. 'Teleconrrnunications Research in 
Johannesburg ana, ~:ith the kind co-operation of Dr. F.J. Hewitt 
and ::1. P. ~.~ecTllol z of the N.I.T.R.y the author was able to visit 
these labor."ltorics anG. learn more about the construction of such 
an af,lplif:_er. l,.r. Meerholz had constructed an amplifier opera-
ting a 't 606 .. ~.ic/s and de1>1onstrated its action. He pointed out 
that a sys ter," of R/F f'il ters was needed for both the input and 
output circuits to prevent oscillationy as the system was very 
sensitive to stray signals that ·~Hight enter through output line . 
P.or nse in a. polarimeter an additional circuit element , ~cnown as 
a 0irsulator '/OUld become necessary 9 this being a device that 
chJ.:tJ.nell ""'/;;} si t-,n als f r orn. one port to another but prevents signils 
from f3'3d i_:l.g bacl~ into the desired ports and so producing un-
desi r nble Pesults. 
It bec~~e obvious to the author that the construction of 2 
parametric amplifiers 9 together with th-:; fil ters 9 cii•culators 
and ultra high fl'equency pump source needed u as a tas1~ that would 
req,uil~e mo:.:'c ti.11e than was available and the cost would have been 
ptohibi t:i.ve. Lr. i.:eerholz however9 suggested? as an alternative 
the co~struction of a crystal mixer as the first stpge of the 
polarime ter, thus avoiding entirely the necessity of building 
300 Mc/s ampJ;.:fiers. ·rhis project vvill now be described in some 
detail/ •••. • . 
detail. 
Crystal r·ixer. 
·r~1e use o:L a crystal mixe r as the first stage or' an ampli-
fier obviatecl the necessity of' ouilding a pre- amplifier . The 
signal to be mn~lified was fed into a tuned c i rcuit, a length of' 
coax in this case, and a local oscillator signal was fed into 
this tuned 1 ine sii..m.l taneously, the difference frequene;y being 
tal~en out to t_le first I/F from a high freQuency crystal mounted 
at the end of the coax. 
·.rhe uiagr&n of fig . VI show the construction of the crystal 
mixer as clesi3ncQ by the author . 
'fhe coax vras clesigned to have a characteristic impedance of 
50 ohms and Oil raeasurement ·:ras found to be 49 ohms . Allowance 
was made fo~ this difference in further calculations. 
Special lo··: noise cru stals Y.'ere obtained through 'i·l . I. ·r. R. 
and durinG ~lis sta,:' at N. 1.1'. H. the author was able to perform 
noise measure.Hents on these crystals. ( CV3154). ·rhey 11vere 
found to produce b etr!cen 5 and 6 dB noise at 300 Lc/s ,-;h ich ~7ns 
~uff'i cil n tly lo· for the pol·· rir.1 ::t :; r .. 
It v1as also found necessary to ·u1easure the admittance of the 
crystal ·.;hen mounted in 50 ohm line so that stubs coulu be design-
ed to balance out the conductance and susceptance components . 
·rhis too was first done at the N. I. ·r. R. laboratories using their 
standing-v.rave meter and adjustable stubs . It was found that a 
stub 46 .. 5 cms long should be used to balance out the susceptance 
and/ o o •••• 
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and that the R/F should be fed ill through 30 ems of line to match 
the admittance of the crystaL 'i'hese measurements Y!Crr. rr:pc:r: t(,d ~t 
Rhodes and the final values used 1. ere a stub of length 47.2 em at 
a position 20 . 2 em fi~om the crystal~ b1e stub being an adjustable 
short-circuit. 
'i'he crystal raount was specially designed by the author for 
this mixer liDc and is also shown in fig. VI. A R/F by-pass 
coDdenser was built into this mount and had a capacity of aprox-
imately 20 p:f. 
~he local oscillator injector u as placed approximately 5 em 
from the crystal. As there did not appear to be any criterion 
as to the position o:f this probe it was a random choiee. 
It was realised that if the aerial was fed straight into the r. 
crystal mixer unit all signals received by the aerials within 
tl1ei1· very vv iC.e band limits would reach the mixei' and as a result 
of r.1ixing ',7i th the local oscillator frequency, tvo discrete sig-
nals having a difference frequency equal to that o:f the I/Fs would 
be received ( ie. second-chan118l interference woulu be expected). 
Hence it was :found necessary to consti~uct an R/F tuner with a 
n arrm7 pass band v:hich '.70Uld allow only the 300 Mc/s signal into 
the :t.liXei' . L suitable length of the type o:f coaxial line used 
for the r.1ixer was :fitted with an adjustab le short-circuit allow-
ing :for fine tuning . Considerab le difficulty was experienced 
i n constructinz exactly sy1mnetrical loops through v1hich the sig-
nals were fed into~ and taken out of the tuner, as these had to be 
as/ •• o ••• 
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as similar as :possible to prevent undue losses. 
'resting of th.J : ixer and ·runer. 
A local oscillator had first to be designed and built before 
any tests could. be performed on the Ttli:{er . A design for a high 
frequency oscillator v1as found in 'l'he Radio Junateurs Handbook . 
'l'his used ·-: }o;_· ~r. . ~u n'?:.T crystal whose frequency \las multi -
plied until the desired value was reached. It was thought that 
one further doubling Ytould enable the correct frequency to be 
reached together with sufficient power output . The circuit 
shm-r.a in fig . X was successfully constructed and each stage ad-
justed to perform satisfactory mult i plicat i on. 'l'he final stage 
of the oscillator vas a grounded grid tube with a tuned anode 
lead in the forra Of a length Of CPPIJC r tub in[ in r . r e SOllr: nt CflVi ty. 
On attempti2g to operate the crystal mixer in conjunction 
with this oscillator it was found that the oscillator did not 
produce sufficient out~ut to enable satisfactory operation of the 
mixer. Lack of sufficient power was almost certainly due to 
losses that occurred during the frequency multiplication process. 
An oscillator built by the author in 1958 was then tried 
and found to be more successful. Its circuit was similar to the 
one shown in fig. VII which al s·o shows the lay out of the final 
pre- amplifier unit. 
Extensive tests uere performed on the mixer but as a useful 
first stage it was scrapped for the following reasons: 
1) Although/ • • •• •• 
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1) Although it was found to operate successfully as a 
mixer the sta:.:>ili t~r against mechanical shocks 1..ras negl:i[.'iblE 
It ~as found that the efficiency of the mixer was e x tremely dep-
endent on the probe depth of the local oscillator injection 
syster:1 and t:i.1at ti1is adjustment rras not ver~r stable, even minute 
changes disrupting the proper act ion of the mixer . il.s the 
polarimeter ···auld need very uniform and stable first stages, the 
idea of using this ::_:>articular design had to be abandoned. 
2) It •:ras further found that the position of the local 
oscillator injector "'1 as far from producing the best results and, 
except for using n proc ess of trial and error r;here this inject-
or would b0 moved to different positions alon5 the coax which 
v,rould entaj_l t:1o building of several such mLcers , there did not 
~ppear to be c. l-eady method to detel"rnine the optimum position 
for such ejection. 
Also, on testing the tuner that had been built it was found 
to be far too loss:r ever to serve any useful purpose, this being 
due to inefficient coupling into the tuned length of line. 
Doubtless a satisfactor:,' model could have been built in time , but 
it was t hought that it would be more economical to try another 
approach to the construction of the first stag e of the polari-
meter. 
Final Pre- a.i·,rplif'ier. ( Fig. VII and plate III) . 
The pre-al!lJ.Jlifier system finally used is shown in Fig. VII. 
It was bc:secl o:n. a circuit given in the Radio A.1t1a teurs !:Iandbook, 
1957, p404. It/ ••• • .• 
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It had also been used as a basis of the amplifier finally u s ed 
by Wild and Poole . 
'rhe <aain trouble in using conventional lumped circuits (ie . 
circuits containing ordinary resistorst;• condensers and induct-
ances) nas due to the stray capacitive and inductiue effects that 
appeared at frequencies of 200 Mc/s and over . It was found that 
the vriring cap::1ci ties became considerable, the comrnercially 
available resistors showed self- inductance effects and the induc-
tance of conventional capacitors became appreciable . These 
effects combined to produce a large un:Q1own quantity in the cir-
cuit ancl it had been found th~_t oscillations v:ere readily pro-
duced in such araplifiers. 
'i'he largeot single effect was that due to the self- induc-
tance of the conuensers, bl..J_t, as several specially designed con-
densers for this frequency range had been obtained, it was decided 
that another attem~t shoula be made using these circuit techni-
ques . (Button condensers end feed- through condensers) . Care 
was taken at all tir.1es to lceep the wiring as short as poss i ble 
to lceep v;irinG capacities to a minimum. 
The pre- runplifier consisted of a one- stage amplifier opera-
ted at 300 !•.,c/s . •ro avoid using a tuned circuit consisting of a 
few turns of wire, the tuned plate load was in the form of Lk- 11 
square cavity consisting of copper sheet and with a copper tube 
*" 11 diameter of fixed length mounted along the centre of this 
cavity. 'l'he line acted as the tuned plate load and its length 
was/ •••••• 
was determined by the operating frequency. 'l'he amplifier tube , 
a 6Ar.~4 9 was operated vti th a grounded grid for better noise chara-
cteristics. (Grounded grid circuits give less noise than the 
grounded cathode circuits). 
'rhe tunint; of the line vvas made v8.riable by using the capa-
city bet~een a circular disc mounted at the end of the line and 
another, that could be screwed in or out , 
The output from this amplifier 11as taken out by tapping at 
a sui table point alone the line, sui tablli t~r l ) inc -.::c t c rt:Linc L':. by 
d1ether the position of the tap varied the gai n at all. The tap 
rras made at a point -rhere the effect on the g2in was least . 
This signal vias then fed into a similar tuned line and cav-
ity .rhich served as the mixer and reduced the frequency to 27 
Mc/s. This line was constructed similarly to the one described 
above, the length being different and tuning being accomplished 
by a small trL&11ur connected at the e11d of the line. ·.rhe local 
oscillator sienal was fed into the line by way of a small loop 
as shown in fig . VII . The intermediate frequency signal was 
talcen from a crystal that was so mounted that its centre element 
made contact uith the tuned line . The crystal mount that had 
been constructed for the mixer, described previously, was adapted 
to fit the line :lJiixer. 
The local oscillator first used has been described previous-
ly (fig X). IIo'"!ever, it dicl not produce suf"ficient power for 
this purpose eitller. An oscillator constructed some years pre-
viously/ •.• •• . 
viously by 
cessful. 
Dr . Gtac~:-Forsyth v1as then tried and found to be sue-
It •::as designed to operate at about 130 Lc/s and the 
second harmonic of the 136 . 5 i·.ic/s oscillation vras found to pro-
duce enough po'.''er to operate the i'tlixer. 
'l 1he p:;.-o- amplifier had, in the mea:..1 time, been found to opera-
te stably at 300 Lc/s vi th a gain of 15 dB. 
Before the action of the mixer could be tested, several 
stages of I/P. ata.plification heel to be provided. Tv:o stages of 
amplifi cation Y.'ere in fact provided on the pre- amp chass is befor e 
the signal '7as fed to the main instrument panel inside the shack , 
the pre- a..1p !Jeil;.f'=> housed on th~ roof of the shacl>;: near the antema 
system. 
ill_'lmplifier . 
rrhe Cl.esign used. for the I/::! amplifier stages at this point 
was supplied by r.:r . 'r. V. Peter of the N. I. T. R. 
It ,,,.['.S operated as a cascade ampli fier the first stage being 
a pentode (low noise- EF95 ~ with a grounded- grid triode as the 
second stage . '.f1hc cir cuit i s shovm in f i g . VII as uel l. Each 
tuning coil had to be adjusted in turn and then re- adjusted with 
the amplif i er opernting as a whole . 
A gain of approximatel y 45 dB '.Vas realized in practic e . 
·rh.__ combination of the above units was then tested. 
Although it .. 12s found to opero.te 1 easonably successfully, the 
matching between the output of the:: crystal mixer and the input 
of t he I/2 ·, ·as found to be far from ideal. This was because no 
reasonable/ ••••.• 
reasonable estimate of the output impedance of the crystal could 
be made v:i thou t sm11e form of impedance measuring device . 'l'he 
matching was accmi1l)l ished as \'lell as possible by varying the turns 
ratio of the input coil of the first I/F stage . Nevertheless it 
was found that a consiJ.er•e.l>le loss occurred, the overall gain of 
the system bei:11.-::, only of the order of 40 dB . 'rhis will be dis-
cussed fuPtller· at u. later stage . 
The signals from this I/F had then t o be fed dor:n to the main 
i nstrument rack in the shack, the first stage of which ' tas the 
"channel mixer01 • 
From the 'ulock diagram of the polarimeter as a whole it can 
be sE:..:;n that each of the crossed sets of aerials required its own 
pre- a.~1p!.if J..e r mi:1.er and I/F stages . Thus these three unit s were 
duplicated after the fii'st hau. been found to operate r,loderately 
successful:y and the gains adjusted to be of t he same order as 
tha.t 0f the fii'st set . Furt her developernent of this section was 
left until a late~ stage. 
D. Channel mixer. (Fig. III anu plate IV ) 
·1'he purpose of the channel mixer, or rrmodul ator" as i t was 
called by the Japanese workers (1) , was to combine two signals 
out o£' the possible s ix available, in the pre-detc~rrnined mannere 
The criterion of addition has been descr ibed pr eviousl y . 
Each of the six outputs from the I/Fs was fed into a sepnrate 
pentode, the outputs of these pentodes all being fed into t he grid 
of another pentode which served to add to the signals that were 
passed/o oe••• 
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passed b y the series of 6 pentodes. The problem was then one 
of allm7ing onl:· two of the pentodes to conduct at any one time, 
the other being held in a cut- off condition. 
The basic design for the channel->:tixer was proposeU. by Dr. 
Staclc- Forsyth, but was extensively n.odified by the author in the 
course of construction ana testing. 
in fig. III. 
The final circuit is shown 
'rhe current flow through a pentode can be controlled by 
varying the suppressor grid voltage as well as the signal grid 
voltaf!e. In fact, for the pentodes used -(EF94's) the tube 
could be cut off by applying a voltage of - 60V to the suppressor. 
In the normal conaucting state the suppressor would have been at 
earth potential. Hence the tubes \7ere lcept in a permanent cut-
off state b ;y- lceeping their suppressor grid vol tae;es z.t this large 
negative potential and then allov,red to conduct only r1~1en the sig-
nal incident at t h 8 respective grids, was required at the output 
sta';e . 
'l'his was achieve d by connecting the suppressor to the plate 
of a triode operating lJetween a negative voltage and ground. 
When the triode was in a conducting state, a voltage drop occurred 
across the load resistance, with t~e result that the voltage on 
the suppressor was forced dovm to a sufficiently negative value , 
det3r r11ined "'u f the •rol tages applied across the triode, the Inagni-
tude of the ;rload11 resistor and the plate voltage of the pentode. 
It wa c found that this was possible when the triode operated 
between/ • • • ••• 
llf .. 
between earth and 125V on the cathode with a positive Ho :ro supply 
of 220V on the pentode. 
By applying negative pulses to the grids of the triodes they 
could be cut off~ their plate voltages then returning to earth 
potential ~ith the result that the corresponding pentodes would 
conduct . 
~his necessitated a series of pulses appearing at 5 points 
in turn. A suitable pulse generator and a set of pulse direct-
ors that presented negative pulses at 5 different ter1ninals in 
turn ,;as therefore constructed. . i=>ulses , appeari ng in a cycle , 
v.rere then availa.ol0 to ope r ate the 1,1ixer. 
E. Pulse Generato~ and pulse directors . (Fig. II and plate V). 
Although the mixer was controlled by a cycle of five pulses 
a sixth Pl'-lse in the cycle was needed~ Hhich ~vas used as a reset 
pulse for the variable bias 5enerator. (See later ) . 
The circuit in fig. II shows h~: this cycle was obtained. 
It ,_-!aslJr: s d., on one given by ·,·:oods (19 ) • 
v1 was a conventional multivibrator operated at a frequency 
of 750 cycles per second. Negat ive pulses from the right- hand 
section of the double triode, v1 , were fed onto the gri d of v2A 
through a differentiating circuit. ·rhe train of sharp positive 
pulses that appeared at the plate of v2A was then fed on to t he 
grid of V 2B: 'rhis produced further differentiation and a train 
of very sharp negative pulses then appeared at the plate of v2B. 
The 11 pulse directors11 consisted of a set of 6 bistable multi-
vibrators/ ••• • •• 
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vibrators co1u1ected in a ring circuit~ the grids of the A sections 
of each of tnG double triodes being connected~ through condensers, 
to a common line. 
When the A section of any of these flip- flops vas conducting 
the plnte voltage was low 9 whereas it would be high in the cut-
off condition. Hence 9 if these sections were alternatively non-
conducting and conducting a large negative pulse , whose length 
depended on the time that the tube remained conducting, could be 
obtained at the plate . By connecting a set of 5 such fl ip-flops 
in a ring circuit it was possible to obtain large negative pulses 
at each of the sections of the double- triodes in turn. 
The criterion for correst operntion was that before the start 
of the cycle of operation only one of the A sections should be in 
a conductinG state. The other half of that particular flip- flop 
was then cut off. The reverse was true for all the other flip-
flops in the circuit. 
~ben a pulse, from the pulse generator~ was fed into the 
common line it affected only the A section that was conducting 
(V 3A say). The effect was to cut this section off. As a result 
a positive going voltage appeared at the grid of v3B which caused 
this section to become conducting. This then caused a drop in 
the plate potential~ v\'hich appeared as a negative go i ng pulse at 
the grid of the B section of the tube follm1ing it in the ring 
The effect was to cut this section off , The positive 
going voltage appearing at this plate was then fed onto the grid 
of I ..... . 
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of v4A increasing its grid voltage \lith the result that this 
section becar11e conducting. In turn, t he negative going voltage 
appearing at the plate of v4A 'vJas fed onto the grid of v4B' but, 
because this section is already non-conducting, there was no 
further effect. The situation was then one where all the A 
sections were non- conducting except that of v4 • 
At the onset of another pulse the process wos repeated, v4A 
being cut o:ff once more and v5A becoming conducting as the last 
step i n the cycle. 
This process was repeated every time a pulse was fed into 
the cow.mon line from the pulse generator. The sequence of events 
is here indicated diagrarr~atically, an X denoting a tube in the 
conducting state . 
' - -- - - - -- - - - - ... 
Tube ) V3 '1 Z_4 I V5 -~ ~ i Vt7 ; Vs t i. Pl1Tse- .~-"B-- - A -:s ·-~-A--B·--~--A·--B---A-'- B- .-A- - B - : 
r- ot·-- ·--a·- "X"""""'" o . .,.. -x o x -i ·a··· - x-.-·a··-- ·x -: x o ; 
: 1 : x o o x o x 1 o x _ o x ' O x r 
· 2 0 X ~ 0 0 X 1 0 X '! 0 X . o X ! 
l. 3 0 X 0 1. 1 ~ Q 0 X . 0 X i 0 X t , 4 o x o x o x x o I o x jo x 
5 0 X 0 X 0 X 0 X I X 0 0 X l 
6 0 X 0 X 0 X 0 xlo X X 0~ 
--- - - - _l ______ ----- ---------=- -- --· 
The initial position, only onG left hand section conducting, 
was achieved b;y- r eturning the grids of v3B to v7B' as well as the 
grid of v8A' to earth by means of a specially adapted switch. 
As a precautionary 8eans this switch VIaS also made to switch on a 
red light, thus guarding against its being left on accidentally 
with resultant over- rurming of the tubes . (The cycle then start-
ed with/ •• • ••• 
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ed with v8 9 inst0ad of v3 as described above) . 
An e::ar11ination of the scheme adopted for mixing approprinte 
signals showc:.d the.t certai n of the channels 9 ie . certain of the 
triodes, had to be operated by more than one pulse in the cycle . 
To prevent interaction between stages that ~auld, of nece ssity, 
b e connected together if more than one pulse had to operate the 
tube , the system of diodes shown in fig . III had to be used. 
These diodes all0\7ed any pulse to cut off the triode in question, 
'~!hile, at the same time, preventing the pulse to flow to any 
other point in the c ircuit . As v3 and v6 did not require to be 
acti v~ted by i.110re than one pulse in the cycle , a d i ode was un-
necessary in their circuits. 
'rhe co1i1ffion output of these 6 pentodes was then fed through 
a tuned grid coil to the output pentode . 'rhis tube had a tuned 
plate circuit, at the I/F of 27 Mc/s . The 6 pentodes were n ot 
provided v.ri th a separate tuned plate load because complications 
would indoubtedly have set in as a result of interaction of .the 
two tubes that would have been conducting at any other time . 
,• 
By op0rating the pulse generator at - 250V on the plates it 
was found possible to obtai n negat i ve going voltages, at each of 
the A section plates in turn , of the order of BOV. The size of 
t he components in the f lip-flop circuits were first adjusted so 
that suc~1. o. voltage could be obtained and also so that stable 
action of the flip-flops could be achieved. This was done by 
t.:;sting an individual circuit Y:ith a single pulse generator, buil t 
for/ •• • ••• 
l :.:o .. 
for the purpose, and then adjusting the components as desired. 
The other flip - flop circuits V.'e re then made duplicates of this . 
Six output t erminals at which negative pulses, varying bet-
ween - 100V ana - 180V and of 1.3 msec duration (~of the cycle 
period) ap~c~red i n the c orrect order , were p r ovided at the rear 
of the chassis . These pulses were then fed straight to the 
channel illixer . 
F. ~~iail~ In teJ.'media t o-Frequency ampl ifior . (FiG. V and plate VI}. 
rrhe corm-i1on output of the char1.nel mixer had still to undergo 
a large amount of amplification before th~, signal strength was 
sufficiently large to be displayed. 
An I/I' amplifier capable of Droviding about 100 dB gain was 
required and the circuit, designed by t he author , of the completed 
unit is sho~n i n fig. V. 
·rhe input vias fed onto the grid of the first of three stages 
of amplification at 2'7 :.1c/s through a tuned tr8nsformer consi sting 
of about 5:13 turns to provide approximate matching from the 50 
oh1.1 cable usGd to bring the signal fror.1 the previous stage . 
After these three stages, each producing about 20 dB gain, 
the signal frequency was further reduced, this time to 1. 4 !!ic/ s. 
This particu lar frequency \':as d0cide<.l upon as several commercially 
made I/F transformGrs operatinr, at this frequency were available. 
One stago of amplification at the lower frequency was then prov-
ide d. 
It can be seen from the fig . V that the signal was fed into 
2/eo• o oe 
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2 separate ali1pl ificntion channels after the mixer stage. 
The reason for this \7as that provision hHd to 'oc 1.1atie for two 
separate bnndwidthsj since it is hop.Jd that tho polarimeter 
would be used for accurate detennination of the orientat ion 
of the pla11e of polarization at the source as discussed in 
chapter 3. L .. ' feeding t.he signal through two separate 
amplifying patlls 9 the bandl','idth. of the one could be adjusted 
to twice that of the other (both being extre!;,ely small) . 
The reasons for thi8 have been discussed in a previous chapter. 
If a conventional linear detector had been used the 
deflection at the output due to a solar burst would also have 
been affected by background noises including receiver no i se 
and thenaal radiation from the sun. This would then have 
entailed cnlculating the intensity of each COitlponent of the 
polarimeter output from the deflections of both the burst and 
the background. 
These considerations l ed Susuki and Tsuchiya ( 1 ) to 
develop a new form of square law detector r:i th a particularly 
fast response time to suit detection of solar bursts. Their 
design ,Yas incorporated as thE- next s tage in the above I/F 
araplifier. An E91H formed the new type of detector, the out-
put being tuned to the second harmonic of the input frequency. 
If the i nput signal had the form 
c . =E . Sin , ..2 t 
l l 
• 0 • • ( 1) 
and asswning that the characteristics of this non- linear 
circuit/ ••..• • 
,. ,-, ~' 
.....u_ ::~ . :..• G 
circuit could be expressed L1 the form of a series 
e 
0 
=E + aei + be. 2 (2) + o o o o e • l 
we obtain, substituting from ( 1) into (2) 
e 
0 = 
E + aE. 
l Sin u--~t + bE~Sin2 l ·-'v t. 0 
or 
e 0 = (E + tbE~) +aEi Sin '-': t - tbE~Cos 2 o..v t. 
If the output was tuned to the second harmonic 2 ~ the 
output of t he detector would be proportional to E~ . 
l 
This type of detector is sho\7n in both amplifying 
channels i n the diagram (:B1 ig. V) . 
In channel I 9 tne signal was then passed through a diode 
detector and fed on to t~o output terminals A and B as shown. 
out l ;r- ·:·hr; control R0 ( :Ci t; .. IV)., 
In channel II 9 however 9 the signal first underwent a 
furthe~ stage of amplification at the new frequency of 2.8Mc/s 9 
because furt~1er amplification had to be provided1 to make up 
for tho gain lost b;r increasing the bandwidth. 
A cathode follower stage was also built into each 
channel 9 to J)rovide ready monitoring of the signal by means 
of a small audio amplifier in the shack. 
The overall gain of each channel was adjuste d to about 
105 dB with the bandwidth of channel I about 15 kc/s and 
that of the ot her about twice this value. 
A variab le bias control was used on the final e 
of channel I so that t he gains of the t wo channels c 
adjusted/ ••.••• 
l'83. 
ar ~ju.Jt ~.c. to tho same value from time to time. 
r ~- '.7as found , during the course of testing, that, when 
t~.e mi:"::e r ·-...as c onnected to the main I/P. amplifier, severe 
l osces occuri•ed because of mismatch between the mixe r output 
a:.:.d 1/!'' j_nput stages. As n o progress was made by repeated-
1 · ~.·r~rying tarns ratios of the I/P. input transformer a new 
pp~c ; ch h ad t o b e adopted. 
1'... ~ "!:- he o.~)l_) ro:.~irll£1 te input impedance of the first I/P. tube 
:~ou}.(_ ::;c' C' a:~cula ted from a knm-,rledg e of the grid cathode 
c ·.pacj_ ·.; · an-=. I:'.. S t l1e impedance of the L.1put cable was known 
( ~ 0 oh .c) , the matching between these t wo was accon~lished by 
::~-P!~-~' :: n~ tr.e appr opria te turns r a tio at the first tuned · 
Ho~ ·3ver, the main source of difficulty was to match 
t . -:; o ·J. ·l.-:?'...lt i !HpCdP.nce of the final stage in the "mixer" to 
, , , J •. o: tbc 50 ohm ce.ble. The former had an unknown , and 
; o:, ~J .. ; ·. 0 .~=- large , va lue and, a s no methods were available 
· · '-"' :U,: ucar urement 9 it \7as drscidc d, at the suggestion of 
P .. r.i. :. ·_c 11! :·ll , to add an a dditional stage i n t he form of a 
c t :wd ·, f'ol:_o';•u :;.". The output iwpedance would th..;n be 
~ -:.~· :i.d: .. :;.-c':· l y l or:er and could be a c curately adjusted. 
'T~_ ,j 01.1 ~- ::n.1t irn.pedance of a ca thod0 follower is given by 
:!./~· . .- ~ -.-.-~-nre gm is the transconductance of the tube used. 
1"o·.. .;. ;-,c . - ,.., r 0 ,, s ed rr was 12mA/V. 
... . .L l . - . .) - - om 'rhe output ir11pedance \7as 
-:;:v-'· j_"c :~·· c:·~ · ':' 3. 5 ohms and this in p a rallel vvi th the 100 ohm lr 
::>.-~s:· . - -cc :.~ gav::..; an effective output impedance of 45 . 5 ohms 
then/ ••..•• 
then gave better matchiug into the 50 ohm cabl .; . 
G. Step Ge~_erator and Displ ay Unit (Fig. IV) 
'Ehe dis·olay unit \/a s a single beam cathode ray tube. 
By apply ing a variable vol tage, in the form of a stairca s e 
to the deflGctor plates it gas possible to display several 
output signals on the screen, one above the othe r. 
·rnc output frora the pulse generator provi ded the pulses 
needed to operate the step gener ator shown in fig. IV. F ive 
pulses were used to pr ovide five steps at the output and 
every sixth pulse was used to r eset the step generator to its 
initial condition. 
The principle of the step generator was to charge a 
stable condense r by a sr,mll amow1.t at a time, discharge being 
prevented until the arrival of the sixth pulse. 'rhe chain 
of negative ~ulses was fed onto the gr i d of pentode VI· 
The pulsvs cut the tube off, th0 plate voltage rapidly rose 
to the level of the supply voltage while the condensers c1 
and c2 charged up through the diode V2B. Between pulses v1 
was conductillg and the plate vol t:1ge r eturned t o normal, c1 
discharging through v1 and V2A. The onl y possibl e discharge 
path fbr c2 was the thyratron v4 and, since this was kept in 
the non-conducting state, discha rge \7as prevented. 
\iVhen the next pulse arrived at t he grid of V 1 1 c1 and c2 
again becMJ1e charged, the charge on c2 adding to that alreadY 
present. This process ~as r epeated with every pulse, t he 
charge/ •.. . .• 
charge on c2 increasing while that on c1 leaked away between 
pulses. 
When the voltage on c2 became sufficiently larg0 it 
caused v4 to strike~ this striking voltage being determined 
by the bias on the thyratron. c2 would then discharge 
rapidly, at the same time extinguishing v4 • 'fhe bias on the 
thyratron vms adjusted bv· means of R4 • 
It uas found that the charge added to the c ondenser c2 
varied from yulse t o pulse, the thyratron was caused to strike 
randowly and stable action, i.e . discharge of c2 at eve r y 
sixth pulse, was unreliable . 
By puttLl[, every sixth pulse onto the grid of the 
thyratron, this tube would be caused to conduct so that c2 
would dischai'ge . This pulse, being derived from output 
:To.6 of the pulse directors, was in the form of a negative 
square wave and as a positive voltage was needed to operate 
the thyratron, the nave was differentiated and inverted by v3 . 
The positive- going leading edge then raised the grid potential 
of v4 sufficiently to cause it to conduct. 
The voltage on c2 now had the form of a series of steps 
which had to be applied to the display oscilloscope . A 
difference al'tlplifier was used for this purpose~ the step wave 
being f ed to one grid and the signals to be displayed to the 
other grid. The deflector plates of the c. R. •r .. were connected 
directly to the plates of the difference amplifier . 
It/ ••..•• 
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r-c r!as found t hat connection of the output of c2 to the 
g1•id of the difference amplif ier provided a ready discharge 
p a th, through the grid- cathode resistance, for t he accumulat-
i ug chai'ge vYith the resul t that c2 discharged after every 
pulse. By e1.1ployi ng the pair of high quality condensers, c3 
and c4 , only a fraction of the step voltage was applieu to 
the dif'ference amplifier and the impedance of the discharge 
path \7ao then sufficiently high to prevent d ischarge of C0 
I.J 
be t'v7e-:;n pulses . 
The method of recording the signals that were displayed 
on the oscilloscope screen was similar to that used by both 
Sr uter (6. ) a nd \''ild (8). 
A continuously driven film was allowed to run 
tlrough an oGc illoscope camera focussed on the screen. About 
2E ~oct of film ran through the camera during an 8-hour 
obser vi:.lg period. P~y variations i n the output intensity 
ar~eared as ~ariations in the displacement of the spot on the 
cathode ray ·cube screen and, in turn, appeared as variations 
of t-:.1e trace on t he film. These variations are similar to 
the ,")ur st profiles as r eceived by the antennas . 
By the addition of the step generator the film records a 
series of five base line s, one above the other, each display-
i YlJ a partj_cular component of the radiation rece ived. By 
adjuc t i ng the b ias on the oscilloscope it was pos sible to have 
only/ ..•..• 
1~7 . 
only the f ive steps on the screen , t he sixth, the return to 
zero, be i ng off the screen. 
The five traces as recorded on a trial run, without any 
r adio frequency i nput, are shown i n plate I. 
Power Sup"Qlies 
Several power supplies providing 250v regulated D. C. were 
already available in the 11 shacki1 and were not being used at 
the t i rae. A transistorized 6. 3V r egulated supply was also 
a': aiJ..abl e and capable of supplying 3A. It was however 
nec 3ssc:-.r y to Llodify the exist i ng supply to provide H. 'r . for 
the p r e- arnplif i e rs and the firs t I/F 1 s . The diagram of t he 
uod_ificl:. supply is si.lmYn in f ig. VIII B. By sui table adjust-
mE-nt of the component values it was found to regulate 
effi ci..;~ltl:· for variations of input voltage varying f rom 190V 
t o '350V. 
It \'l a.s also necessar y to c onstruct a power supply 
capable of provi ding the negative voltages needed for the 
pulse generator and the gate tubes of the modnlator (- 220v and 
- l 12V respec·cively). A circuit given in the Radio Amateurs 
Handboolc ( 1957, p. 230) was used as a basis for the design shown 
i n fig . VIII A. This degree of regulation was attained while 
drav:ing a current of 30mA at - 220V and llmA at -112V and for 
output voltages rangi ng between - 210v and - 235V. 
Although 3A of regulated 6 . 3V D.C. were available a 
further 6A wer e needed to provide all the heaters i n the 
polarime ter/ •.. •• • 
1.28 . 
polarimeter. The system adopted was to supply all the tubes 
with 6.3V derived from a car battery which was continuously 
c h arged from a 6V 6A battery charger, the battery then acting 
a s a regulator to the voltage supplied by the charger . 
system was found to be trouble free and to r~gulate 
suff i ciently well. 
This 
The E. :1. 'r . supply for the oscilloscope display was also 
available in the 11 shack11 being a -1500 supply built by 
P . A. 'r . Wild. 
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C HA.J?'rER 
DISCUSSION OF 
v. 
R::~s uvrs. 
As it was already two years past sunspot maximum the fre-
quency of bursts which could be expected would be considerably 
less than that observed by previous workers a t Rhodes University, 
who had observed near or during the sunspot maximum. 
Roberts (1) has given an indication of the number of type 
II bursts that could be expected during this part of the sunspot 
cycle , It would be of the order of 1 burst per 4- 500 hours of 
observation. Type I bursts associated with sunspots would ob-
viously b e much l ess frequent than during 1 957- 59. Owing to the 
l(indness of' the head of the Ionosphere and Radio Astronomy sect-
ion of' the Neth3rlands P. T.T. 24 hour records of' solar noise 
activity were available for comparison wi th the Rhodes records. 
From these 24 hour records it rras learnt that f'or a 12 month per-
iod (Oct. '59- Sept . '60) and on frequencies of 200 Mc/s, 545 
Mc/s and 91 00 Mc/s only 9 noise s~orms had been ob s erved, 4 of' 
these during December 1959. None of these occurred while the 
polarimeter at Rhodes was b e ing operated. 
A large number of events that might in general be called 
type III bursts were, however, recorded. The intensities varied 
- 22 I 2 I - 22 I 2 I from about 50x10 watts m 1 ~ s to 38000x10 watts m /c s. 
Before the Rhodes polarimeter was completed a single channel 
was operated as a simple r adiometer to check on its performance. 
During this time several difficulties cropped up and, in time, 
were/ •••••• 
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were smoothed out . Several burst events were then recorded , 
and, as these 11bu:i:'sts 11 were similar in shape to those observed 
by Shu ter, ~:ild, and Poole , it was felt that they could be 
attributed to events occurring on the sun rather than to inst-
rumental faults. 
An anal;'/Sis of the frequency of occurrence of these event:& 
neglecting those that seemed to be caused by possible instrum-
ental faults, showed that they were observed at the rate of 
one every 10 to 12 hours of observing time. 
·.l'he number of bursts observed by the Netherlands 24-hour 
patrol on 200 Lc/s would be expected to give an indication of 
the number of bursts that might be observed on 300 Mc/s and an 
analysis of their records shov1ed that, at 2oo Mc/s only one 
event per 22 hours was recorded. 
During the 86 days (records No's M1-M86 ) on which records 
we r e obtained at Rhodes only two events were recorded both at 
Rhodes and by the P. 'r. ·r. , simultaneously, one bei ng a minor 
burst and the other a large outburst on 29th March (M10 ). 
Owing to the fact that a spate of these so-called minor bursts 
were at one stage recorded, the radiometer was operated first 
with the aerial pointing away from the sun and secondly at night 
time to try to account for these 11bursts 11 • As nm1e were record-
ed during suc~1 periods of operation i t seemed that instrumental 
:faults would not account for the phenomenon. Bne possible 
source of these 11 doubtful 11 bursts was a university residence 
that/ •••••• 
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that had been constructed next to the instrument shaclc since the 
latter had been buil t. Small induction fields, resulting from 
sparks produced in the residence, might be amplified and appear 
as minor bursts. 
During operation of the radiometer it was found that the p r e -
amplifier was not stable enough mechanically with the result that 
retuning had to be carried out periodically. Furthermore, al-
though the overall gain was initially measur ed to b e 140 dB, the 
gain drop ped to about 90 dB due to inadvertent over- running of 
the cr..,-stal. On inserting several new crystals in turn, a gain 
of only 120 dD could be realized, but it was felt that this was 
enough to record medium intensity bursts. (1o- 20watts/m2/ c/s). 
During the operation of the radiometer a total of 105 events was 
recorded during 86 days of observation. Some of these are shovm 
in plate I . 
Critique of performance of apparatus. 
Although several parts of the polar i meter operated success-
fully certain other components should be modified somewhat for 
future operation. 
The main I/F amplifi e r was found to give a stable gain of 
about 100 dl3 at a frequency of 27 . 8 I.:c/s. 
The step generator appeared to operate successfully, provided 
the two potentiometers in the circuit were correctly adjusted. 
The oscilloscope display unit and associated power supply 
operated normally except that occasional variations of intensity 
of/ .•• •• • 
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of the spot during some later runs v1ere observed. Replacement 
of components in the L. H. 'r. supply would pr obably have overc ome 
this. 
The channel mixer, although not having been tested with 6 
input signals, operated successfully to combine 2 signals . 
'rhe 6V supply system al so appeared adequately stable f or the 
polarimeter, and the negative H. T. power supply built by the 
author was found to be extremely reliable. 
Tovrards the end of the period during which the au thor opera-
ted the 11 shaclc11 the power supplies that had been built several 
years earlie r by other worlcers began to give trouble. I n gene-
ral, the regulati on of these suppl i es ceased to operate and by 
r eplacement of valve s and resistances, temporary r epair was e·f-
fe c ted. For further successful operation these supplies will 
have t o b e r ebuilt entirely to avoid th0 repeated breakdown of 
old components . 
The main causes of trouble that prevented successful opera-
tion lay i n the matching between the output stages of one polari-
meter unit and thG input of t he next. fhe matching between the 
channel mixer and the main I/F amplifier had been accomplished, 
partly, by insertion of a cathode follower staGe , but this was 
subsequently found to b e thG main s ource of noise in the rec e iver. 
Also the match ing bet\ ·e en the crystal mixer and the fi rst 
I/F stage of the pre- amplifier was found to be extremely poor but, 
as no means \1er e then available by which to mGasure impedances at 
a/ • . • • • • 
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a frequency of 27 Mc/s~ no adequate matching system could be 
designod. 
During operation of the receiver as a radiometer it vms 
r ualized that the complete polarimeter would not have been very 
successful in operation due to the inadequate display methods . 
As some of the bursts recorded had gone off scale it was obvious 
t hat 9 if 5 levels on the oscilloscope wer e to be used simultan-
eously, a record of such bursts ~ould have been useless for the 
analysis of polarization characteristics, each level overlapping 
all the others above it . Therefore, only a narrow range of 
burst intensities would lend themselves to such an analysis. 
All large bursts \. ould autmoatically be excluded vvhile small 
bu1sts, whose variation mf intensity was conwarable in magnitude 
with the width of the trace on the film, could not be a c curately 
analysed. 
'rl1i s latter trouble could be overcome, partly by reducing 
the spot size (by providing post- acceleration- deflection) and 
partly by building receivers with considerably lower noise fig-
ures. .A.l tei'na ti vely a non- linear amplifier ( eg. logarithmic) 
Ywuld enable the la:eger bursts to be contained in the space avail-
able for their display. A third alternative, possibly the one 
that would lead to best results, v:as t o ob tain a multichannel p en 
r ecorder , which uould allow for mor e detailed analysis of burst 
profiles. 
To sum UIJ, the p olarimeter will become a practical propos i -
tion/ •••••• 
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tion provided the follm·ring change s are made: 
(1) A. new , mechanically stable, preamplifier should 
be built. 
(2) Accurate matching between the following units 
must be ensured. 
(a) the crystal mixer and the first 
I/F stage ; 
(b) the first I/F stage and the chan-
nel mixer ; 
(c) t he channel r:1ixer and the main 
I/F amplifier. 
( 3) 'l'he r11ain powe r supplies should be rebuilt . 
(4) l ',e\. display methods must be devised. 
(JL) Roberts 
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PLATE I 
Type I bursts 
during 
Noise storm. 
on 125 Mc/s 
( Shuter) 
Type II burst. "Outburstu 
On 125 J~~c/s. ( Sb.u ter) 
1l'ype III burst. "Isolated 
Burst 11 
On 125 Mc/s. (Shuter) 
Outburs-t on 300 Mc/s. 
M21 12/5/60 
Outburst on 300 Mc/s. 
M23 14/5/60 
Is'Olated burst on 000 Mc/s. 
H21 12/5/60 
Note: Events on 300 Mc/s are 
more rapid than 125 J~c/s 
events. 
5 traces produced by the 
step genera tor 
PLATE II 
PLATE III 
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